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aiAPI'ER- I 

Relations between India and Pakistan have always been 

unpredictable. Seesawing between the two extremes of 

outright hostility to uneasy tolerance, an element of 

uncertainty has came to characterize relations between the 

two. The events of Decerriber 1986 - January 1987 typify this 

contention. Because how else is one to explain that a 

routine military exercise can trigger off a full scale 

rrobilization of the ~ forces which alrrost brought the 

two countries to the brink of war. And only in early 

January, 1987 (just two weeks before the Mobilization 

crisis) secretary level talks had resi..Ul'ed with a visit to 

Islamabad by India's Foreign Secretary. Fortunately neither 

country picked up the guantlet and yet another crisis was 

overcame. 

In the four decades since independence India and 
I 

Pakistan have been to war in 1947-48, 1965 & 1971. HCMever 

in early 1987 the two countries were on the brink of a 

fourth conflict. The reason for this was the 

inconsequential incident of conducting simultaneous military 

exercises. This is nothing new, since both countries 

conduct their exercises tCMards the winter rronths of each 

year. In order to avoid misunderstandings information· is 

exchanged over the duration, size and area of the exercise. 
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In fact during the beginning of India's exercises, na.Ired 

Operation Brasstacks, Pakistan ·~s apparently informed about 

the exercise. 1 But whether by accident or by design, the 

Indian Military exercise was to become a source of 

considerable concern to Pakistan. Likewise the unscheduled 

changes which took place in the Pakistani military 

exercises, Saf-e-Shikan and Flying Horse, raised suspicions 

in India. A case of preparing for a worst case scenario 

based just on assumptions and suspicions seems to have been 

the cause. And the exercises soon passed out of the danain 

of pure military operations and became instruments of 

foreign policy posturing and diplomatic brick-batting. 

The purpose then, of this study is to make an analysis 

of the events in the wake of Operation Brasstacks. 

Pinpointing the cause of such crisis situations is not 

always possible. Instead the object will be to make a study 

of IndcrPakistan relations with Brasstacks as a focal point. 

A study of civil-military relations will be an important 

tool, in understanding the events during Brasstack. For 

this purpose the conceptual framework, outlined in some 

detail in the section that follCMs, is hoped to be of sare 

use. 

Chapter II deals with the Indian and Pakistani threat 

perceptions and strategic environment. Based on this their 

1. India Today (New Delhi), 15 February, 1987. p.26. 
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security policies will be analysed. Chapter III then deals 

with the balance of forces on either side arising out of 

their respective security policies. In this case a 

noticeable trend, of rising military capability is sought to 

be established. Incidentally, an assumption also made is 

the relationship between a rrore active foreign policy and 

growing military capabilities. The third section of this 

' 

chapter deals very briefly with the troop depl0Y!f1ent 

profiles of either country. This information being' 

classified, the details are hazy but every effort has been 

made to remain as accurate as possible within the given 

constraints. Chapter IV lays out a detailed analysis of 

exercises Bras stacks, Saf-e-shikan and Flying Horse. The 

various manoeuvres are analyzed backed by the tactical 

advantages/ disadvantages that may have accrued fran such 

rroves. Crisis management and diplomatic manouvres are the 

contents of another section of this Chapter. The last 

Chapter deals with the conclusions. 

A Conceptual Fra.rrework: The Anred Forces as Political 

Instruments: 

Waging a war has always been an expensive proposition. 

This may not have necessarily been the case in the past, 

when, wars were waged with a view to annex territory or else 

to fill the coffers of the state. The econanic exploitation 

of suCh conquered lands whiCh then followed often offset the 

cost of such an action. In the present day context this is, 
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however, not the case. The possession of sophisticated 

weaponry and force multipliers has rendered the cost of war 

astronomical. The availability of such weapons in the 

international market, and at competitive prices, has meant 

that they are within the reach of any nation having 

sufficient resources. 

Hence, differences between countries are rrore often 

settled through peaceful means, such as diplana.cy. Granting · 

the fact that exceptions do exist, this trend towards a 

negotiated settlerrent of disputes has been on the rise in 

the recent past. This is especially the case where the 

costs of engaging in a conflict are greater than the 

benefits accruing from such an adventure. Under such 

conditions, the peace time use of the armed forces assumes 

considerable significance. After all conditions of peace 

have yet to bring about the total disbanding of armed 

forces. And even a cursory glance at history reveals that 

there are hardly any instances Where a nation at peace has 

entirely done away with its anny. So, whether peace or war, 

the armed forces have came to be recognized as an essential 

institution of the present day nation-state. 

The armed forces of any country by their very existence 

impinge on the formulation of foreign policy and on inter

state relations. The fact that a country has a military 

force, Whatever be the doubts as to its capabilities, will 

serve to act as a deterrent to other nations. And during 
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peace time all developments within the armed forces are 

closely monitored by foreign powers. Hence, the importance 

of the arrred forces stems from the fact that "by their very 

existence as well as by their general character, deployment 

and day-to-day activities (they) can be used as an 

instrurrent of policy in time of peace". 2 ) 

The use of armed forces for political objectives has 

long been the basis of their very existence. Whereas, 

earlier the actual use of force by the armed forces was 

expected to achieve a political objective, lately a 

demonstration of the type of force that can be brought 

against a potential adversary is deerrro to achieve these 

same political objectives. Such a demonstration of force is 

carm::>nl y referred to as o force without war 1 or o coercive 

diplooacy 1 
• 

According to Blechrra.n, "a political use of the arrred 

forces cx::curs when physical actions are taken by one or more 

components of the uniformed military services as part of a 

deliberate attempt by the national authorities to influence, 

or to be prepared to influence another nation 

without engaging in a continuous contest of violence". 3 

Here the initiation of war is not the objective, either due 

to the deterrent capabilities of the other nation or else 

because the demonstration of force is designed to act as a 

2. Ban:y M. Blechman, 6Force Without War:u.s. Anred Forces 
as a Political Instrument 1 (Washington D.C., Brookings 
Institute, 1978), p. 4. 

3. Blechnan, see note. 2, p.l2. 
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deterrent. To that extent the objective is rmre limited and 

is specifically political. 

The distinction between a 'political' and a 'military' 

use of the armed forces stems from the objective being 

fulfilled. A military use involves waging war on an 

adversary or the repulse of an attack by an adversary i.e., 

an actual engagement of enemy forces is deemed to occur. As 

opposed to this a political use involves only a 

denonstration of force, or the adoption of a belligerent 

attitude tONards a potential adversary. Such an attitude is 

designed to influence and "to cause an actor to do sanething 

that he would not otherwise do, or not do something that he 

would do otherwise. "4 

The concept of coercive diplomacy has its genesis 

directly in the politico-strategic considerations of the 

superpc:Mers. To that extent the advent of nuclear weapons 

has introduced an entirely new dimension to war. The 

enormous destructive capability of nuclear weapons has 

introduced concepts such as Mutual Assured Destruction (MAD) 

wherein roth p<::Mers face the prospect of total annihilation. 

Under such circumstances the doctrine of "shCM of force" has 

gained currency. The result is that external threats to 

security do not any rrore emanate through the traditional 

rrethods of war. Instead they are increasingly emerging from 

the threat of use of force. 

4. Blechman, see note.2, p.l3. 
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There are several ways in which the anred forces can be 

used to derronstrate force and thus serve political ends. One 

arcong these is the method of despatching a Naval warship to 

the area of conflict or potential conflict. The United 

States has been the principle exponent of this method, 

CCll'fOC)nly knONn as o gun-boat • diplanacy. The derronstration 

of force here is either to express solidarity with or else 

to warn one of the adversaries. In the context of India, 

the Arrerican decision to despatch a task force into the Bay 

of Bengal during' the 1971 Indo-Pakistan War is an exarrple of 

a limited application of naval force. In this case the sho.v 

of force (by the United States) was expected to act as a 

deterrent to one of the adversaries (India) from 

intensifying the conflict. Further, the American action was 

designed to express solidarity with Pakistan and signal to 

newly be-friended China that the Upited States would stand 

by its friends in their time of trouble. 

Secondly, the movement of troops to or away from 

specific locations, mobilization or de-mobilization of 

reserves or a change in the readiness status of troops can 

all serve to convey certain signals to other countries. Once 

again, essentially military actions can, with a subtle 

twist, fulfill limited political objectives. 

Lastly, the holding of military exercises and 

manoeurves by the a.rmad forces can saretilres have a b.ri.lt-in 

political objective. While the holding of such exercises is 
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actually designed to test the caribat readiness of the troops 

and to work out and test nev.r strategic doctrines, they can 

also be used to discourage potential adversaries by 

demonstrating the capabilities that can be brought against 

them. Saretirres such m:moeuvres even provide an excellent 

camouflage to launch a surprise attack on an adversary. 

Although such a tactic has never been denonstrated again, 

the classic exanple often cited is the nanoeuvre carried out 

by the Egyptians in 1973. A series of exercises were carried 

out by the Eyptian army, each culminating close to the 

Israeli border. After thus putting at ease Israeli 

suspicions, one such rranoeuvre was converted into an attack 

and instead of cultminating at the border an invasion into 

Israel was launched under the cover of a military exercise. 5 

The above framework is thus assUired to thrCM sore light 

on the events of December 1986 and January 1987 in Indo-

Pakistan relations. Being essentially a western strategic 

doctrine, force without war has, to date, seen very little 

application in the Indian sul:xx>ntinent. The traditional 

rivals of the region have not fought a war since December 

1971. But a regional arms race between the two has led to 

the possession of increasingly sophisticated weapons by both 

countries (examined in detail in Chapter III). This in turn 

has led to minor skinnishes (such as the Siachen Glacier 

incident) between the two and the adoption of a belligerent 

attitude. Moreover both countries are intent on projecting 

5. Info:rrration obtained in interViev.r with a highly placed 
serving officer of the Indian Anny. 
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their capabilities and fulfilling their self defined roles. 

India has care to be recognized as a serious military 

power but is yet to be totally oomfortable in its role as a 

regional ~r. There have been tentative denonstrations of 

force by India. For instance, during the internal crisis in 

South Yeman (January, 1986), the indigenously developed 

frigate, INS Godavari, was despatched to the Gulf of Aden. 6 

The Government 1 s official stand was stated to be concern for 

saoo 5000 Indian nationals working in Aden. 7 The frigate 

remained on station for several weeks outside Yemeni 

territorial waters, before returning to its base in Bombay. 

This was the first tim:! that an Indian naval vessel has been 

sent outside territorial waters on active deployment during 

peace time. This instance may very well set a precedent for 

future Indian derronstrations of power in the Indian Ocean 

littoral. The decision to supply India with TU-142 Bear 

recconnaissance aircraft taken during Garbachev 1 s visit in 

December 1986, has further added to India 1 s o reach 1 in the 

Indian Ocean.8 With an effective range of 13,000 Krn the TU-

142 Bears can fly right upto South Africa and back. 

In 1987 there were two more instances of Indian 

derronstrations of force. In June 1987, the Indian Air Force 

carried out a supply-mission, air dropping essential 

6. Asian Defence Journal (Malaysia) 11 January 1988, p.l5. 

7. ibid., p.l5. 

8. India Today, 15 December 1986. 
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camodities to the econanically blockaded Jaffna region in 

Sri Lanka. 9 The Indian action, a clear violation of another 

country's sovereignty, carne after repeated requests by India 

to lift the econcrnic blockade were turned do.vn by Sri Lanka. 

That the transport pla.'1es were escorted by the Mirage-2000s 

further underlined the grim Indian determination to 

influence regional affairs. Such a decisive dem::>nstration 

of p<JNer was soon backed by the signing of a peace accord 

between India and Sri Lanka. And at the ti.rre of the signing 

of the accord, July 29, 1987, two Leander class frigates, 

fran the Southern and Eastern Naval Ccrrrnands, were stationed 

off the Galle Green Face of Colanbo Port. 10 

Again, in early November 1988, Indian troops were 

despatched to the Maldives. In a pre-dawn S'WOOp, a group of 

mercenaries had landed in the capital Male with the 

objective of deposing the President, Mamoon Abdul Gayoam. 11 

FollONing a personal request by Gaycx:rn, India rushed two 

ccnpanies of para-o::rmondos fran Agra to Male. 12 The entire 

operation (code narred cactus) was carried out in less than a 

-
day. The mercenaries were captured and Gaycan was restored 

as President. Gayoam had also asked the United States and 

other countries for help, but the request for military aid 

9. Frontline· (Madras), 13-26 June 1987, p.lO. 

10. Frontline, 8-21 August 1987, p.l2. 

11. India Today, 30 November 1988, p. 44. 

12. ibid., p.45. 
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was only made to India. 13 

Operation Cactus (the Maldivian incident) revealed a 

high degree of inter service coordination and demonstrated 

the speed and efficiency with which India could deploy its 

troops to any part of the South Asian region. India • s newly 

acquired strategic airlift capability was also demonstrated 

for the first ti.rre. That the Arrerican strategic naval base 

of Diego Garcia lies just 750 nautical miles away from Male 

is another point that should not be overlOJked. 14 

Thus, conconittant with its errergence as a military 

power India has demonstrated some instances of limited 

military posturing in order to back its political 

objectives. First and foremost among its political 

objectives is the desire to maintain South Asia as its 

sphere of influence. The induction of troops into Sri Lanka 

(August 1987) and the Maldives Operation (Novenber 1988) are 

roth instances of New Delhi • s donning the role of a regional 

gend.al:Too. More inportantly this role seem<3 to have been 

recognized by both the supeq:x::Mers. The United States had 

tacitly baCked Indian Operations in Sri Lanka and Maldives 

while the Soviet Union has usually stood by New Delhi's 

regional policy. 15 However American acceptance of New 

Delhi's role in the region seems to be conditional to 

13. This was reiterated by Gayoan himself at a press 
conference soon after the Indian action. See The Hindu 
(Madras) , 7 Noveniber 1988 . 

14. The Hindu, 5 Novenber 1988. 

15. The Ti.Jres of India (New Delhi), 5 November 1988. 
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to leaving out Pakistan from the ambit of India's 

influence16 since they consider Pakistan vital to their 

South-west Asia Policy. 17 

The other factor underlying Indian policy stems fran 

the anarolous nature of the South Asian subcontinent. India 

is a geographical giant surrounded by six dwarfs. The 

problem with being a regional poNer is that the sense of 

persecution arrong the smaller neighbours tends to bea::lre 

acutely sensitive. If India were to act as a regional bully 

and adopt a tough stand towards its neighbours this would 

not only involve a ganging up by its neighbours but may 

probably even lead to interference from extra regional 

}_XMers. On the other hand adopting too soft a line tONards 

the neighbours would ll'Eke India susceptible to 11blackma.il 11 

by them. The way out of the dilerrna for India then is to 

follON a middle-line. India has so far done this with a 

fair amount of success. Thus its military power and 

demonstrations of capability have succeeded in keeping extra 

regional }_XMers out while sinultaneously affinning to the 

countries in the region (barring Pakistan) that India help 

would always be forthcaning. 

Thus by projecting its forces beyond its ONn borders 

India has undertaken a limited, if tentative, denonstration 

16. The Hindu, 7 Noveniber 1988. 

17. See Lawrence Lifshultz, 11 The Strategic Connection 
Pakistan and the u.s. Cooperate on ruilding up forces II I 
Far Eastern Econanic Review, 18 December 1986. 
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of p<:Mer. Such derconstrations have- been either with a benign 

intention (Maldives, Noverriber 1988) or outright hostility 

(airdropping of supplies over Jaffna, June 1987). But in all 

such cases the political objectives have been achieved due 

to increased military capability. For instance, the rushing 

of troops to the Maldives, in an extremaly tight tilrefrane, 

would not have been possible if it wasn•t for the giant IL-

76 Soviet transport planes. 18 However increased Indian 

military capability has been partially off-set by the 

matching strides made by Pakistan in its military. Apart 

fran triggering-off a local anns race in the region this 

action-reaction syndrome has also served to strain relations 

between the two neighlx>urs. 

Under such circumstances a dissuasive demonstration of 

.J?OI.'ler by India does not seem irrprobable. And a military 

exercise would be perfectly suited to carry out such a 

strategy. Whether Operation Brasstacks had any such purpose 

will be the objective of this study. 

On the other hand such denonstrations of force have 

been rrore or less absent in the case of Pakistan. But then 

unlike India, where the structures of civil and military 

authority are clearly demarcated, in Pakistan this line is 

blurred. Successive military regimes have stamped their 

influence on the political processes in that country. Thus 

the political use of the anned forces, albeit for purposes 

18. The Hindu, 5 November, 1988. 
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of internal rule has been quite clear in Pakistan. so, fran 

the standpoint of Pakistan, the question thrown up is 

Whether the Zia regime intended to use the armed forces to 

reassert the military dominance over the increasingly 

articulate civil goverrurent of Junejo. The govermrent of 

Junejo, although formed to confer legitimacy on General 

Zia's regime, seemed to be slipping out of the latter's 

control and Prime Minister Junejo was emerging as a 

potential rival pwer center. 19 Thus one assumption is that 

General Zia probably intended to use the Pakistan Army and 

the opportunity thra.m up by the Indian military exercise 

Brasstacks, to discredit Junejo and reassert his own 

influence. An incidental (if not the chief} fall out fran 

sudh an action would be a significant diplomatic coup over 

New Delhi. 

Based on these assumptions, the events of December 1986 

and January 1987 will be examined in this study using the 

foregoing fra.rrev.>Ork as an analytical tool. 

19. The Zia~unejo rift is dealt with in detail in a later 
dhapter. 
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<E\Pl'ER - II 

Security policies are often dictated by the historical 

experience of individual nations as also by their 

geostrategic location. India and Pakistan are no exception 

to this rule. Relations between the two countries are guided 

largely by the dynamics of their historical, cultural and 

ethnic factors. Trying to cane to grips with these ccmron 

denaninators has not been easy for either. And, at least in 

the case of Pakistan, attempts to break free from its 

subcontinental roots, as can be seen in its efforts to forge 

closer ties with the Islamic states in the Gulf, have not 

fully paid off. 

Historically, events following partitition of the 

former colonial India and the subsequent question of the 

Princely states, best exemplified by Kashmir, has determined 

future relations. Kashmir has been and continuous to rerrain 

the bone of contention between the two states. Since history 

had ordained both nations to becane uneasy neighb::>urs, their 

security policies likewise revolved around each other, and 

each played a prominent role in the others strategic 

perceptions. 

India • s irrrrediate strategic environment in the years 

follCMing independence consisted· primarily of Pakistan. The 
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Himalayas were considered to be a natural barrier and hence 

the threat from China was considerably down played, 

especially so since a fair degree of rapport was established 

between Indian and Chinese leaders (the Hindi -chini 0 Bhai-

bhai • phase) during the early • 50s. Jawaharlal Nehru, the 

archi teet of independent India • s foreign policy, did 

recognize the threat posed to India by China, and to a 

lesser extent, by the Soviet Union. 1 The primary concem, 

however, was Pakistan and its external policy of entering 

into alliances and other such arrangem:mts with the super 

powers was considered of importance to India. In fact Nehru 

remarked that India disapproves "of all military alliances 

and m::>re especially such alliances as the Baghdad Pact which 

directly or indirectly effect us". 2 While thus reiterating 

India's opposition to any alignments, Nehru recognized that 

"the natural result has been that neither of these big blocs 

look on us with favour". 3 At the sarre time rejecting all 

accusations of being a fence sitter, Nehru valued India • s 

"right of independent judgement (and) ability to make 

decisions uninfluenced by any other party". 4 

1. For a lucid acoount of Nehru • s defence policies, see 
Lome J. Kavic • s "India • s Quest for Security: Defence 
Policies 1947-65" (Berkeley University of california 
Press, 1967), pp.22-28. 

2. Jawaharlal Nehru "India • s Foreign Policy: Selected 
5peeches, September 1946 - April 1961" (Delhi; Publica
tion Division, Ministry of Infornation and Broad
casting, Governm:mt of India (1971), p.478. 

3. ibid., p.25. 

4. ibid.' p.80. 
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based largely on Nehru's idealistic world view. The 1962 

Sino-Indian border war shook the policy makers from out of 

their complacency and a radical reassessment of foreign 

policy was undertaken. After this war India was faced with a 

two-front threat and the Himalayas were no longer the 

inseperable barrier they were once considered to be. The 

set-back received by India during the 1962 war led to a 

drastic reappraisal of its defence policies; and by 

extension its foreign policy. More importantly it hanrnered 

home the point that military prowess is an important 

corollary of an active foreign policy. The p0licy of non-

alignment was considerably diluted from India's earlier 

stand and weapons assistance was freely acquired from the 

United States, the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom. 

The grCMth in Sino-Pakistan relations in the post-' 62 

phase further underlined the change in the security 

envirorurent and starkly hailllered hare the possibility of 

either a Chinese threat from the north and east or a 

Pakistani attack from the West, or a combined Chinese-

Pakistani threat. The reality of such a two-front war was 

further underlined when during the 1965 outbreak of 

hostilities with Pakistan, China delivered an ultimatum to 

India. The fall-out in relations with China has also had 

internal ramifications for India, especially in the north-

east region. And during the '60s and early '70s China 

actively cultivated Indian insurgent elemants such as the 
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Nagas and Mizos. 5 

In the post-1962 years Indian embarked on an arms 

acquisition spree, detennined to achieve self-sufficiency. 

In this regard Soviet military aid, on vastly concessional 

tenns, has been of great ir£Ix>rtance and the success of this 

policy can be seen in the decisive victory India aChieved 

during its 1971 war with Pakistan. The formation of 

Bangladesh and the cutting dONn to size of Pakistan saw the 

errergence of India as the undisputed regional J:X7Ner. 

Fran 1971 onwards India began to increasingly stamp its 

authority on regional affairs. In 1971 an Indian Army 

contingent was despatched to Sri Lanka to assist the 

government put down an insurgency launched by the Janata 

Vimukti Peramuna (JVP). In 1974 a test explosion of a 

nuclear device by India (termed as a 0 peaceful nuclear 

explosion 1 
) shook the world, as much by surprise as by the 

technological ability denonstrated by a developing country. 

To date, India has voluntarily restrained itself fran going 

nuclear, an unparalleled action. This event was soon 

followed by the incorporation of strategically located 

Si.kkim (till then an Indian protectorate) into the Indian 

Union. 

5. K. Subra.hrranyam, "India 1 s security: The North and North 
-East Dimension", Conflict Studies 215, enter for 
Security and Conflict Studies" (London, U.K.), p. 7. 
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Since the mid -'70s the increased presence of the 

superpowers in the Indian Ocean region and other 

developments at the global level saw an enlargement of 

India's strategic environment 6 by the late '70s and early 

'80s. DevelOf't'OOilts in South-East Asia and SOuth-West Asia 

had an indirect impact on the Indian subcontinent. Events L'1 

South-West Asia, particularly the erosion of American 

influence in Iran and the Soviet intervention in 

Afghanistan, have inexerably drawn the subcontinent into the 

vortex of super pc:Mer strategic concerns. The events in Iran 

and Afghanistan catapulated Pakistan into the status of a 

frontline ally of the United States, thereby enabling it to 

receive unprecedented levels of American military 

assistance. One direct outcome of sudh transfers has bea'1 

the introduction of high technology weapons systems into t.':e 

subcontinent and consequently an erosion in India's militart 

superiority. An obvious fall-out has been the triggering-

off of a renewed regional arms race. The conccmnitant strai..'1 

in Indo-Pakistan relations has further contributed to a rise 

in regional tensions. 

Traditionally policy makers in India give more 

weightage to conventional deterrence. But then India has 

preferred to keep her nuclear options especially so in t.~e 

light of recent develcpnents in Pakistan. In late 1986, t."'le 

6. For an analysis of this enlarged strategic franewor<, 
see Raju G. C. Thomas, Indian Securi t)' Policy 
(Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1986 , pp.30-
50. 
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Washington Post quoted a US intelligence report as stating 

that Pakistan was only "two screwdriver turns fran having a 

fully asserribled b.::Irb". 7 Further, "the reports in 1983 that 

China had transferred a bomb design to Pakistan, and 

Pakistan's attenpts to obtain Krytrons (Critical elezrents in 

the design of the weapons) , fran the U.S. throughout 1985 "8 

all attested to that country's persistence in developing a 

nuclear device. 

Indian strategic policy revolves around the enphasis 

laid on its being a status quoist power laCking any extra-

territorial ambitions. Strategic policy is ba.sed on a two

ccmponent (conventional) deterrence capability9 with the 

stated policy of keeping nuclear weapons options open. But 

it has however created all the technological facilities 

essential for producing a bomb10 and also the necessary 

delivery systems for suCh weapons have either been acquired 

(for instance the MIG-27 jet fighter is capable of air 

dropping nuclear weapons) are one being tested out (India's 

7. Bob Woodward, "Pakistan Reported Near Atcmic A.nns 
Production~ Washington Post, 4 Noveniber, 1986 quoted 
in Dilip Mukherjee, "U.S. Weaponry for India",Asian 
Survey Vol.XXVII, No.6 (June 1987) p.612. 

8. C. Raja Mohan, "The U.S.-Pakistan Strategic Consensus 
and India", Stra~I"c Analysis (New Delhi}, Vol. XI, 
No.l2, (MarCh 1987; p.l378. 

9. L.K. Sharma, "General Sundarji on Tasks ahead", 
Tirres of India (New Delhi), 1 February 1986. 

10. Anthony J. Cordesman, ''U.S. Strategic interests and the 
India-Pakistan - Military Balance" (1987). (r-knograph) 
p.47. 
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nascent intermediate range missile tests). The danger posed 

by a nuclear arms race between India and Pakistan is 

considerable. A study reveals that "by late 1990 Pakistan 

could have as many as 15 Hiroshima-size devices, While India 

might have produced nore than 100". 11 

India's two-carponent deterrence capability involves 

first, a dissuasive or defensive component Where one would 

extract a fairly high price for any local success that an 

enemy might achieve and, secondly a counter-offensive 

capability of hitting out at any aggressor Who takes the 

initiative.12 The first seems to be clearly directed against 

China and the second against Pakistan. 

Likewise for Pakistan too, the rrain threat was seen to 

be emanating from India. Leaders of that country often 

voiced concern (IIDstly not without foundation) that India 

was never reconciled to the creation of Pakistan. The 

ideological difference between the tVJO countries perrranently 

sealed this rift. The birth of Pakistan was rooted in the 

belief that the Muslims of the subcontinent need a hc::rooland 

for themselves, so as to escape domination and persecution 

by the rrajority Hindus. 

ll. This was the conclusion of a carnegie Endowment Task 
Group of top experts on nuclear weapons and South Asian 
security. quoted in Pacific Defence Reporter 
(Australia). Vol.XVI, No.1. (July 1988). p.27. 

12. L.K. Shanna, "General Sundarji on tasks 
India, 1 February, 1986. 
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Geostrategically, Pakistan is placed at one of the rrost 

inportant locations of the world. Situated as it is "at the 

junction of India, Afghanistan, China, the Soviet Union and 

Iran (and) its location at the head of the Persian Gulf, the 

Gulf of Aden and the Arbian Sea 11
, 

13 confers on Pakistan 

great strategic significance: significance which ff?M leaders 

in either India or Pakistan seem to have fully grasped. 

Leaders in both countries were, understandably, more 

concerned with each other. 

Entry into the Arrerican sponsored security alliance 

systems of CENl'O and SFA'ro in the '50s can be seen as early 

Pakistani attempts to garner external support against India. 

A policy which is still actively pursued. Recognition of 

the threat posed to the subcontinent by the loaning shadON 

of China was quickly taken advantage of by entering into 

close relations with that COtiDtry. After 1963, relations 

between the two countries blossc:ned and over the years got 

firmly cemented. A clear vindication of the Kautilyan 

contention that one's enemy's enemy is one's friend. 

In the wake of the 1971 war, Indo-Pakistani relations 

were generally cordial. The installation of the popularly 

elected Bhutto regime facilitated the signing of the 

13. D.C. Jha, 'The ba.sic foundations and determinants of 
Pakistan's Foreign Policy', in Surendra Chopra ed. 
11Pers i ves on Pakistan • s Forei Poli 11 (Amri tsar, 
Gurunanak Dev University 1983 , p.ll. 
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bilateral Simla Agreerrent in 1972, a landm3.rk in relations 

between the two <XlUI1tries. This was in keeping with India • s 

oft stated preference for dealing with a popular regirre in 

Islamabad and not with a military dictatorship. The 

agreerrent bestCMed a de facto recognition of the status quo 

in Kashmir, and though relations were not entirely 

normalised, tensions were terrporarily diffused. 

The ideological difference is an inportant factor in 

understanding relations between the two countries. The very 

basis for the emergence of the two countries has been 

religion - Muslim Pakistan was conceived as the hareland for 

the Muslims of the subcOntinent, while India opted for a 

secular outlook and is the home for several millions of 

Muslims. Pakistan continues to retain, much to India • s 

irritation, an active interest in these Muslims. Over the 

years this interest has waned, probably out of fear of 

being swamped by Muslim refugees. The presence of these 

Muslims in India and doubts over whether to adopt a secular 

or religious garb have given rise to an identity crisis in 

Pakistan. This was further carplicated by the breakaway of 

East Pakistan (with Indian support) and the creation of the 

state of Bangladesh. The emergence of Bangladesh once and 

for all destroyed the fallacy of religion as a basis for the 

two-nation theory. More than anything else this singular 

event undermined the entire basis of its foundation. 

In the post-1971 phase, the decision to become an 

Islamic state has seem:rl to have paid off quite well. On the 
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one hand such a policy achieved a partial integration of its 

people and conferred legitimacy on rulers such as General 

Zia-ul-Haq. We say 0 partial integration' since regional, 

ethnic factors such as Punjabi, Sindhi, or Baluchi sub

nationalities have not been entirely subdued. On another, 

broader level embracing an Islamic ideology has helped the 

country to draw sustenance through military and econanic 

assistance fran the oil-rich Arab states. The fact is that 

in this case, Pakistan being an Islamic State has been 

welcared into the o fold' by the other Arab nations. At the 

same time, not being an Arab state itself, has helped 

Pakistan to detach itself fran the fratricidal differences 

existing between the Arab nations. 

caning back to the bilateral sphere, the ideological 

difference between the two countries has added considerably 

to the antagonistic relationship. Even the dispute over 

Kashmir can be seen as an expression of this difference. 

Furthermore we should note that there are no two religions 

in the world as different fran each other as Hinduism and 

Islam. There are also fears in Pakistan, probably expressed 

IIDre due to political expediency rather than out of any finn 

conviction, of being absorbed politically, intellectually 

and econanically by India. And Pakistan has always strived 

to come out from under the shadow of Indian dominance. 

Perhaps, present day Pakistani clanours for equality with 

India can be traced back to similar demands made by the 



Muslbn League vis-a-vis the Indian National Congress during 

the pre-partition days. 

OVer the years Pakistani starategic threat perceptions 

have broadened and along with India, they now include 

Afghanistan and the Soviet Union. The last two in fact 

cc.npounded Pakistan • s threat perceptions and it also has to 

now contend with a two-front war. The ethnic connection 

existing between the Baluchis and Pathans in Afghanistan and 

Pakistan and the extrerrely porous nature of the 'boundary has 

further complicated Pakistani security considerations. 

India's muted criticism of the Soviet invasion of 

Afghanistan in 1979 was seen in Islamabad as India • s 

indifference to Pakistani security considerations •14 The 

point is, Pakistan is faced with a strategic dilemna, as can 

be seen fran the contention that "it is big enough to play 

the garre, but not big enough to win it" . 15 This dilenma. in 

its strategic outlook had led Pakistan to adopt the doctrine 

of "offence-defense" , 16 i.e. in tim::! of heightening crisis 

it has not hestiated to be the first to resort to force and 

thus gain an initial advantage, the pattern in 

14. H<::J.<o~ard W. Wriggins, "Pakistan • s Foreign Policy after 
Afghanistan", in Stephen P. Cohen, ed., The Security 
of South Asia (New Delhi: Vistaar Publications, 1988) , 
p.65. 

15. Stephen P. Cohen, "Identity, Survival, Security: 
Pakistan • s Defence Policy" in Surendra Chopra, ed., 
Pers ives on Pakistan Forei Poli (Amritsar, Guru 
Nanak Dev University, 1983 • 

16. Ibid., 
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earlier wars with India. This action is then follONed by 

fervent pleas for international intervention, well before a 

counter-offensive can be launChed against it. But earlier, 

the cnly hitCh of suCh a policy option had been that its 

armed forces were not sufficiently well equipped; or to put 

it in another way they lacked the 0 punch' to wrest the 

initiative. Since the early '80s at'least, this shortcoming 

has been overcome with the induction of sophisticated 

frontline military equir:m=mt fran the United States, thus 

making the offence-defence doctrine more feasible. In this 

respect the Soviet action in Afghanistan came as an 

unexpected lxxm to policy rrakers in Pakistan, since it led 

to greater Alrerican Military aid. Consequently, the threat 

to Pakistan fran across its northern borders increased. 

In return for military assistance, Pakistan had to 

acquiesce to American demands to act as a conduit for covert 

arms supplies to the Afghan Mujahideen (rebel elements 

fighting the Soviet and pro-Soviet Afghan goverrunent). This 

aoquiescene however had had certain repercussions. Firstly, 

a direct Soviet threat to Pakistan seemed a possibility. 17 

This can be seen fran the ni.Dllber of b::rnbings carried out in 

Pakistan and the frequent air space violations by Afghan 

17. Paradoxically, such a Soviet threat has been used as 
one of the excuses by Pakistan to justify its derrands 
for the transfer of sophisticated weapons systems fran 
the Airericans . 



jets.18 Secondly, the fall-out fran the Afghan war began to 

be felt in both Pakistan and India. The increase in the 

nurriber of Afghan refugees, the rise in drug srruggling and 

the easy availability of assault-rifles and assorted 

weaponry (actually maant for the Afghan Mujahideen) on the 

streets of Pakistan 1 s inportant cities led to the rise in 

domestic social tensions. The ability of secessionist 

elements in India to easily obtain such weapons fran across 

the border added a new d.irrension to the Punjab problem. 

As was noted earlier, Pakistan 1 s policy, of forging 

closer ties with the Gulf countries has had a fair arrount of 

success. However like the Afghan issue, this aspect of 

Pakistan 1 s external policy has also had regional 

repercussions. Apart from economic ties, Pakistan has 

cultivated an active military relationship with sore of the 

principle countries of that region. In fact Pakistan is the 

"largest exporter of military ma.n,PCJNer in the third world" 

with a reported total of 40,000-50,000 Pakistani 

personnel based in countries of South-West Asia and 

Africa.19 Pakistani Air Force personnel ma.n and operate sore 

fighter squadrons of the countries of the Gulf Cooperation 

Council. 20 The inportance, ·to India, of such arrangements 

arises fro~ the probable transfer of weapons systems to 

18. Jasjit Singh, "U.S. Anns for Pakistan:AWACS and Its 
Inplications" ,Strategic Analysis, Vol.XI, No.9 
(DecertiDer 1986), p.l006. 

19. ibid. p.lOlS. 

20. ibid. p.l015. 
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event of war. Such a possibility carmot be discounted, 

especially on ideological-religious grounds, if the war were 

to involve India. For instance, during the 1971 Indo-

Pakistan War, Jordan had offered (with American concurrence) 

to supply F-104 Starfighters to the Pakistani Air Force to 

back its war efforts. 21 

The fact is, whether India likes it or not, Pakistan 

has come to occupy a position of great strategic 

significance in American security policy vis-a-vis South-

West Asia and the Gulf States. This becomes apparent 

especially in the light of developments in Iran and 

Afghanistan. And irrespective of the oute<::Jre in either Iran 

or Afghnistan, Pakistan has come to play a key role in 

American security interests in the region. 22 This is 

further attested to by the designation of Pakistan as a 

"crucial ally" within the CentCom's South-West Asia 

framework. 23 

21. Jasjit Singh, "Pakistan Anny: The GrcMing Offensive 
capability" Strategic Analysis, Vol.XI, No.ll, 
(February 1988), p.l236. . 

22. For instance, in a test.ilrony before the House Foreign 
Affairs Sub C<mnittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs, 
Howard Schaffer, the deputy assistant secretary of 
State for Near Eastern and South Asian affairs stated 
that "the Soviet withdrawal fran Afghanistan does not 
rooan the end of threats to South Asia and the Persian 
Gulf nor the end of the US's need for strategic 
partners in the region" • See The Schaffer Test.ilrony 
reproduced in Strategic Digest, Volume XIX, -No.5 (May 
1989), p. 533. 

23. See Lawrence Lifschultz, "The Strategic Ccnnection: 
Pakistan and the U.S.Cooperate on Building up Forces", 
Far Eastern Econcmic Review, 18 Decerriber 1986, p.25. 
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Thus, the induction of sophisticated weapons into 

Pakistan altered the existing regional balance and 

contributed to heightened bilateral tensions between India 

and Pakistan. Sinultaneous with this developrent was the 

realization by India that rruch of the advantage gained in 

the 1971 war had been eroded considerably. 
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aJAPl'ER - Ill 

I. 'llle India-Pakistan Military Balance 

This section examines the military balance and the 

force levels existing between India and Pakistan. Following 

the hectic build-up of the at'lred forces during the '60s, the 

post- '71 period (until the late '70s} saw a relative lull 

in the anns race on the subcontinent. In the aftennath of 

having presided over the disrrembennent of Pakistan (in 1971} 

no immediate threat confronted India. Consequently muCh of 

the '70s saw India preoccupied with domestic issues. 

Likewise, in Pakistan too the rise of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto 

coincided with the general public's disillusionment with the 

policies of the anred forces. Moreover the Simla Agreement 

of 1972 temporarily laid to rest all bilateral disputes and 

permitted OOth countries to tackle daoostic problems. 

A canbination of regional and global issues during the 

late '70s saw the beginning of a new armc:; race between India 

and Pakistan. In Pakistan, the military under General Zia

ul-Haq staged a successful coup in July, 1977. That year 

also marked a watershed in Indian politics and for the first 

time a non-congress government (the Janata Party} headed the 

country at the center. At the global level the thaw in the 

cold war between the superpowers was steadily caning to an 
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CDld war between the superpo.Ners was steadily caning to an 

end. The process was precipitated by the Soviet intervention 

in Afghanistan in Deceniber, 1979. This event, caribined 

with the earlier CDllapse of the Shah regi..Ire in Iran, was to 

have important ramifications on the sub continent. Pakistan 

was suddenly propelled into the forefront of American 

security concerns and General Zia found himself in 

praninence. Cleverly manoeuvring the incredible leverage he 

thus possessed vis-a-vis the Alrericans, Zia demanded and 

received economic and military assistance on an 

unprecedented level. This assistance was used by Zia to 

modernize the armed forces while at the same time 

consolidating his own position. Ignoring all Indian 

protests to the contrary, Pakistan was supplied by the 

United States with sophisticated frontline weapons and India 

had no option but to rratch standards. 

A word of caution here. There is no necessary 

CDrrelation between initial Airerican supplies to Pakistan 

_and Indian purchases. In fact Indian m:rlernization efforts 

got underway in 1978 itself with the decision to purchase 

the Jaguar jet-fighters.1 But quantitative increases were 

more apparent in the case of Pakistan during the '70s, 

especially in terms of augmenting existing manpower levels2 

with concommitant equipment acquisitions. These 

1. Asian Defence Journal (Malaysia) Septeniber 1987. p.4. 

2. This is attested to by the fact that in 197Q-71 there 
were 300, 000 troops in undivided Pakistan. HCJ.oJever, the 
1'\UI"'\be."r" 0~ Cyoop! j,..c....-eot.~c.cL "to 4oo,ooe b~ l"f.r9-8p, O...t\ 
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acquisitions were rrostly in the form of outdated Chinese 

tanks and aircraft. 3 Qualitative upgrading of these systems 

i.e. nodernization efforts, hCMever coincides with similar 

Indian plans.4 American weapons t~ Pakistan began on a large 

scale only in the post 1981 period, as part of the first 

tranche of $3.2 billion anns and econanic assistance. 

The troubles facing Bhutto to.r.rards the end of his rule 

rrade him turn increasingly to the anny for help. Coupled 

with this was the well kn<:Mn penchant Bhutto had for all 

things Chinese. Hence the mid - 1 70s witnessed the induction 

of large amounts of Chinese Military hardware into the 

Pakistan armed forces. 5 Probably for Bhutto such a policy, 

while keeping the military top-brass happy simultaneously 
I 

served to strengthen relations with China. Moreover it 

should be noted that in the post- 1 7i period (and prirrarily 

during the Presidency of Jimmy Carter, who took strong 

exception to Zia 1 s track-record of human rights violations) 

Pakistan-American Military relations were low-key6 . Thus Zia 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

inportant rise _ if one considers that this nunber was 
nCM rooant for the defence of West Pakistan alone. See 
Jasjit Singh, "Pakistan Army: The GrCMing Offensive 
capability", Strategic Analysis, Vol.XI. No.ll 
(February 1988) Table 1. p.l227. 

Ibid. p.l226. 

Sreedhar, JOhn Kaniyalil and Savita Pande, "Pakistan 
after Zia" (New Delhi, ABC Publishing House,l989) p.lJ:. 

During the 1 70s j~st over 40% of all Pakistani anns 
inports were fr~··~ee Tharas Ohlson and Michael Brzoska 
"Arms transfers to the Third World 1971-85" (Oxford, 
Oxford University Press for SIPRI, 1987). p.35. 

ibid. Appendix l, p.232. 
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having brought in the much 
7 

needed 

modernization of the armed forces. This was achieved by 

adopting the convenient garb of Islamization, which put him 

in access to large sums of Gulf money, and by taking 

advantage of the rapidly changing scenario in South-West 
8 

Asia. 

The purpose then of analysing the military balance of 

the two countries is to throw light on their foreign policy 

orientations. An increasingly hardheaded method of dealing 

with foreign policy issues, at least within the region, is 

noticeable in the behaviour of both India and Pakistan. 

Pakistan had invoked Soviet wrath by actively providing a 

base for anti-Soviet rebel groups fighting in Afghanistan. 

It had also become an important link in the American Central 

Command security chain. Like the decision to enter into 

SEATO and CENTO during the '50s, the Pakistani decision to 

be a part of the CentCom framework seems to be with the 

intention of garnering support against India and 

internationalizing its bilateral grievances with India. For 

its part, India too has displayed a belligerent attitude in 

its external relations vis-a-vis its traditional rivals 

Pakistan and China. The Siachen Glacier incident with 

Pakistan is a case in point. Located in the Karakorums, the 

Siachen Glacier lies in one of the most inhospitable 

7. Sreedhar et al "Pakistan after Zia" Op.cit. p.ll. 

8. ibid. p.ll. 
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terrains of the world. OVerlooking the Karakorum Pass and 

the northern Ladakh areas, this area has come to assume 

great strategic significance. It was hONever not considered 

important enough to be clearly demarcated by either the 

Karachi Agreerrent on the Ceasefire line in 1949 or by the 

Simla Agreerrent of 1972 which worked out the Line of Actual 

Control. 9 Frequent violations by Pakistan since 1974 were 

abruptly put an end to-·by Indian forces which decisively 

occupied the Glacier in June, 1984.10 This action stemmed 

out of Indian fears that Pakistan was seeking to legitimize 

non-existent claims in a vital gee-strategic point by 

encouraging foreign nountaineering expeditions. 11 Close on 

the heels of this incident with Pakistan came the decision 

to confer statehCXJd on the Arunachal Pradesh region. This 

being disputed territory the Chinese lodged a protest which 

was dismissed by India as an intrusion in its internal 

affairs. 12 

Thus the military posturing and flexing of mucle 

seems to fall into a pattern. Certain external political 

objectives are either gained by outright military action 

(Siachen Glacier incident) or by displaying a sufficient 

9. Manoj Joshi, 
Digest, Vol. 

10. Ibid., p.665. 

11. Ibid., p.667. 

"The SiQ.chen GtacieY Incident" Strategic 
lb. (Jtinfi i9a5) 1 p.666. 

12. Far Eastern Econanic Review (Hong Kong) l January 1987, 
p.22. It should be noted here that earlier in June 1986 
China had intruded into the Sunrlorung Chu Valley of 
Arunachal Pradesh. 
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deterrent capability. Events in the wake of Operation 

Brasstacks seem to have their genesis in the anns build-up 

India and Pakistan have embarked on since the late '70s. 

Hence a study of the military 'ba.lance, apart from analysing 

the strengths and weaknesses of the respective armed forces, 

will put in a clearer perspective the events of January, 

1987. 

The composition of any nation's armed force is 

determined by, am:>ng others, historical, geographical and 

economic factors. Historically, the British-colonial legacy 

inherited by the two countries has determined the 

fonnulation of their respective strategic doctrines. The 

first Indo-Pakistan war had determined future military 

strategy in the sense that "wars were expected to be 

primarily based on land, engaged and directed by the 

army". 13 This meant that the army has come to assume a 

dominant role with the air and naval wings providing a 

support role. 

Geographical factors have determined the ccnposi tion of 

the armed forces especially so with regard to the army and 

the navy. The land border between India and Pakistan 

(except for certain sectors in Kashmir} is ideally suited 

for tank warfare. Hence tanks, arnoured fighting vehicles 

and artillery ccmprise a rna jor portion of the army in both 

countries. Moreover both armies are primarily 'ba.sed on 

13. Raju G.C. Thoms, Indian Securit,.. Policy (Princeton, 
Princeton University Press, 1986 , p.l38. 



the infantry soldier as can be seen fran the large nUITber 

of infantry divisions on either side. The extensive 

coastline which India needs to safeguard has made it 

imperative for it to raise a strong naval force. On the 

other hand naval strategy frcm Pakistan • s perspective has 

occupied a lCM priority, although indications of the past 

few years point to the. developrent of a strong sea-denial 

capability •14 

Technology has care to play an irrportant role in the 

conposition of the a.rm2d forces. Since cost is an irrportant 

factor in assessing the induction of advanced weapon 

systems, economic factors have come to play a role in 

determining the composition of the armed forces. Since 

requirements of the air and naval wings are :rrore heavily 

teChnology oriented and capital intensive, they tend to be 

rrore expensive. So, given the poor econanic base of the two 

countries their arrred forces are skewed in favour of the 

anny. It costs rrore to equip, say, the air force with one 

jet fighter than to equip one infantry 'battalion. Moreover, 

both countries lack the requisite technical knON-hCM (India 

• to a much lesser extent) and hence dependence on foreign 

suppliers is increased. 

14. Between 1976-78 Pakistan acquired 6 Gearing Class 
destroyers fran the U.S. , several fast attack craft 
fran China and a large number of anti -ship missiles. 
Moreover, within CentCcm, the United States probably 
visualizes a rrore active Pakistani marine strategy. See 
Thanas Ohlson and Michael Brzoska, "Anns Transfers to 
the Third World 1971-85 .. , op.cit. Appendix 1. pp.230-
32. 
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Given the fact that operational and tactical doctrines 

revolve aroW1d the army, the enphasis here is given to this 

wing of the armed forces. Moreover it should also be noted 

that the military exercise under study, Operation 

Brasstacks, was to a great extent solely an a.rrey exercise. 

In the sense that it was devised and carried out by the army 

with little support fran the other two wings. 

II. INDIA 

The Indian Defence Plan 1985-90 is directed to.orcrrds the 

modernization of the OOW1try's armed forces so as to enable 

them to COW1ter any threat to the security of the <X>Untry . 15 

The enphasis is laid on the "modernization and replacement 

of equipment to secure greater fire power, mobility and more 

modern maans of ccmrunication. "16 This feeling has pervaded 

all the three wings of the armed forces and is best 

exenplified in this statement of General SW1darji, the then 

Chief of Army Staff: 

"We have rcodernized thus far . • • . • . . • the ti.Ire has care 
to take a total look at technology, threats, tactics, 
organization and force structure to get a future force
mix right."17 

15. Annual Report 1988-89, Ministry of Defence {Government 
of India), p.5. 

16. SIPRI Yearbook,-1987, World Anraments and Disannament 
(New York, Oxford University Press, 1987), p.l39. 

17. L.K. Sharma, "General SW1darji on tasks ahead", Ti.Ires 
of India, 2 February, 1986. 
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Siginficantly, this aim has been the main purpose of 

Operation Brasstacks. Defence expenditure for 1986-87 was 

stated to be Rs.l0,194 crores18 and the revised estima.tes 

put this figure at Rs.l2,940.54 crores. 19 Justifying such 

enornous expenditures, the Defence Ministry's 1986-87 Annual 

report contends that international tensions were high with 

consequent repercussions on India • s security envirorunent. 20 

The total anred forces· strength in India is 1, 262,000 

of which the anny alone aCCOlillts for 1,100,000 rren. 21 (See 

Appendix 1 ) • 

This nakes India's anned forces the fourth largest in 

the world. 22 The army is organized into 5 Regional 

Commands. It comprises two Armoured Divisions, one 

Mechanized Division, twenty Infantry Divisions, nine 

Mountain Divisions, nineteen Independent Brigades ( 7 

Arm::>ured, 10 Infantry, 1 Mountain and 1 Paracomnando), ten 

Artillery and five Air-defense Brigades. 23 

18. Annual Report, 1986-87. Ministry of Defence, Goverrurent 
of Ind~. See Chart I, 'Defence Expenditure for 
Services'. 

19. Defence Services Estima.tes, Governrrent of India, 
1987-88. 

20. Annual Report 1986-87, Ministry of Defence, Governrrent 
of India, p.2. 

21. "The· Military Balance, 1987-88 (London, International 
Institute for Strategic Studies, 1987) • 

22. World Military Expenditures and Arm<;; Transfers 1987 
(United States, Anns Control and Disannament Agency), 
p.3. 

23. The Military Balance, 1987-88 (London, IISS, 1987). 
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The Mountain Divisions are rrostly deployed for high 

altitude operations. The Mountain Divisions in Arunachal 

Pradesh permanently face eighteen 'Main force' and eleven 

'local force' Chinese Divisions, and two face the Pakistani 

anny in the north-west24 • There are arout 46 Tank regiments 

of which the "operational Main Battle Tank (MBT) inventory 

includes 200 recently acquired T-72s (with some 550 more in 

the pipeline), 800 aging T-54/55s and some 1,300 

domestically produced Vijayantas (a Vickers design). "25 (See 

Appendix II) • The T-54/55 series is still the rrost widely 

used tank even amongst the Warsaw Pact countries and is 

reasonably well arrred, protected and mobile. The Vijayantha 

has not been found entirely satisfactory by the anny and 

hence m:xlernization attenpts in the early '80s have once 

again turned to i_rnp:)rts. The T-72 has been selected to fill 

the gap and experts have declared it to possess considerable 

tank fighting capabilities, reflecting the lessons of the 

Middle-East Wars. The arnoured formations thus consist of a 

mix of T-54/55/72 and Vijayanta tanks. The latter are 

apparently being upgraded with emphasis on mobility, 

protection and first ~d-hit capability so as to erihance 

and make the e<::npatible with contemporary MBT. 26 Plans for 

24. c.w.s. Brodsky, "India and Pakistan", in Richard 
Gabriel ed. Fighting Armies: Non-aligned, Third World 
and other ground Armies - A Conbat Assessnent". 
(Westport, Greenwood Press, 1983), p.l3. 

25. Rodney W Jones and S.A. Hildreth, "Modern Weapons and 
Third World P011ers" (Westview Press, 1984), p.33. 

26. Annual Report 1986-87, Ministry of Defence, Governm:mt 
of India, p.9. 
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m:::Xl.ernization include new Muzzle Reference systems, Laser 

range finders, gyro-land navigation systems, improved 

armour, a new powerful engine and Tank Fire Control 

System. 27 

Inportance has also been given to Mechanized Infantry 

formations and enhanced air-defence capabilities~ New 

strategic doctrines with emphasis on mobility and fire-power 

have been evolved. The Re-organized Army Plains Infantry 

Division (RAPID) is one suCh ooncept. 28 In fact the RAPID 

doctrine was one of the foundations around WhiCh Operation 

Brasstacks was conceived. In keeping with this strategy a 

new MeChanized Infantry reg.i.Irent has been raised. Since, 

this involves the use of armoured personnel carriers (APC} 

and MeChanized Infantry Canbat Vehicles (MICV), the Indian 

Army has seen the induction of these systems on a 

substantial scale. 29 There are sare 600 BMP-1 (MICVs), 350 

OT-62/64 (APCs) and 360 BTR-60 (APCs}. 30 (See also Appendix 

2}. The BMP-l is the most advanced in the Indian armour. It 

is armed with a smooth-bore, short recoil 73 mrn gun and 

further supplertEnted by an externally launChed anti -tank 

guided missile, the AT-3 Sagger. 31 India has reportedly 

27. Ibid., p.9. 

28. Infonna.tion obtained in interview with highly placed 
serving officer of the Indian anny. 

29. Thams Ohlson and MiChael Brzoska, "Arms transfers to 
the Third World 1971-85" (SIPRI, Oxford University 
Press, 1987), p.l83. 

30. The Military Balance 1987-88 (IISS, Lcndon, 1987), 
p.l57. 

31. Jane's Defence Weekly, 20 December 1986, (Vol.6 No.24) 
p.l447. 
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placed an order for the advanced BMP-2 ICJ in addition to 

more BMP-ls. 32 The BMP-2, when inducted, will add 

considerably to India•s air defence capabilities in addition 

to the usual functions of an IC.J, since it can use its 30 

mm 2 A42 cannon to engage helioopters.33 

Due to the limited use of airpo.ver in past Indo-Pak 

conflicts air defence systems have so far played a limited 

role. The use of such systems in the Middle-East wars34 and 

their effectiveness against superior aircraft has made India 

to introduce these systems on a substantial scale. Present 

day battle scenarios are based on the highly developed 

technology of weapon systems where reaction time is 

considered crucial. An effective air defence system lS 

based on an efficient communication system, a 

figter/intercepter force and surface-to-air missile (SAM) 

systems. For the army, SAMs have become very important 

tactical air defence systems against low flying enemy 

aircraft. Capable of flying at tree-top level, these 

aircraft are dangerously close by once they are visually 
I 

sighted. Under such conditions SAMs assume crucial 

irrportance. In addition to the older Soviet made SA-2 and 

SA-3s India has some 1050 SA-6 Gainful, 400 SA-7 Grail 

32. The Military Balance 1987-88, op.cit. p.l57. 

33. Jane•s Defence Weekly, January 24, 1987 (vol.7 no.3), 
p.ll3. 

34. William J. Koenig 11WeafX?ns of World War 3 11
, (London, 

Bison Books, 1981), p.38. 
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portable SAMs, 250 SA-8 Gecko and some 300 SA-9 Gaskin 

landrrobile SAM systems. 35 The SAMs are used as division-

level air defense systems. The SA-6 Gainful and SA-8 GeCko 

have limited on-board acquisition radars and hence these 

systems have been augrrented by deploying the Soviet UNG 

TRACK radars. 36 In addition there are some 2,665 air defense 

guns, chief among these being the Shilka ZSU-23-4 self

propelled anti-aircraft gun. 37 

Military tactics are also largely defined by terrain. 

The Indo-Pak. Border is characterized by two types of terrain 

- the plains in the Punjab-Rajasthan-Sindh areas and the 

hilly nnuntainous stretches in the Kashmir sector. In the 

plains region, long range weapons of high accuracy favour 

the defender and tanks favour the attacker while in the 

nnuntains these are replaced by shorter-range weapons manned 

by foot soldiers. 38 Indian artillery (see Appendix 2) 

consists of sorne 2,165 field guns and 1, 710 ho.vitzers. 39 

These comprise, annng others, the indigenously developed 105 

mn field gun (m), the 100 mn M1944 ro, the 105 mn Model 56p 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

Thcxras Ohlson and Michael Brozoska, • Anns Transfers to 
the Third WOrld 1971-85", op.cit. p.l84. 

Anthony H. Cordesman, "U.S. Strat~ic Interests and the 
India-Pakistan Military Balance" Monograph, 1987) ,p.l8. 

The Military Balance, 1987-88, p.l57. 

Lt.Gen. Eric A. Vas, "The Changing Rythem of War:The 
Evolution of Mechanized Military Tactics", 
Indian Defence Review, January 1989 (New Delhi, Lancer 
International), p.83. 

The Military Balance 1987-88, p.l57. 
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ho,.,ri tzer and the 203 rnn MH5 ho,.,ri tzer. 40 In order to upgrade 

this capability the government placed an order for same 400 

Bofors FH-77B 155 mm howitzer. 41 fOr the high altitude 

regions of Kashmir (and also along the Sino-Indian Border) 

the army has the 76 mm Mountain Gun. 42 Anti-tank 

capabilities revolve around the Sexton 25 Pounder self-

propelled gun (SPG), the Abb::>t 105 rnn SPG and, the rrodified 

Vijayanta tank which has a l30nm SPG on its turret. 43 

The Indian Air Force's (IAF) strategic doctrine is 

derived from experience during the second world war and 

proceeds on the basis of establishing air superiority. 

Support for the army and navy was oonsidered to be secondary 

to the air force's own battles. 44 However, air defense 

operations, deep penetration strike and interdiction 

capabilities, close air-support for the army and shore based 

tactical support for the navy, providing tactical and 

strategic transport for the army and carrying out 

reconnaissance missions are defined as the new role of the 

IAF. 45 Air operations, which were considerably limited 

during India' s earlier wars, are expected to play a rrore 

40. Ibid., p.l57. 

41. Ibid. I p.l57. 

42. Ibid., p.l57. 

43. Jane's Weapons Systems; 1987-88 (London, Jane's Publish
ing Co. Ltd.) 

44. Raju G.C. Thana.s, "Indian Security Policy" op.cit. 
p.l48. 

45. Asian Defence Journal, September 1987, p.lO. 
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dcminant role in any future wars. Ho.vever, the fact remains 

that the IAF' s role will be sulx>rdinated to the strategic 

plans of the army and to an extent it will have to base sore 

of its operations on the army's plans. 

The budgetary allocation for the IAF is about 21.56% of 

the total defence outlay, or Rs.2,198 crores for 1986-87.46 

The IAF deploys sore 700 a:rrmt aircraft, 11 air transport 

squadrons and at least 60 a..rmad helicopters.47 It is divided 

into 5 Air Camands - New Delhi (Headquarters Western Air 

Carm:md), Jodhpur (HQ South-Western Air Camand), Allahabad 

(HQ Central Air Carm:md), Shillong (HQ Eastern Air Ccmnand) 

and Trivandrum (HQ Southern Air Carm:md) •48 

The combat aircraft (see Appendix 3) are organized into 

three l:xxnber squadrons (consisting mainly of aging Canberras 

and the newer Jaguars), eleven squadrons of fighters/ground 

attack (the pride of place being taken by the Mirage-2000s 

and MIG-29 Fulcrums), eight air defense squadrons and three 

reconnaissance squadrons. 49 

In pursuant to the decision taken by the Ministry of 

Defense, 50 the first batch of MIG-29 fulcrums arrived fran 

46. Armual Report, 1986-87 • Ministry of Defence, 
Government of India Chart 1. 'Defense Expenditure for 
Services'. 

47. The Military Balance 1987-88, p.157. 

48. Asian Defense Journal, September 1987. p.4. 

49. The Military Balance 1987-88, p.l57. 

50. Armual Report, 1986-87. Ministry of Defence, Government 
of India, p.l7. 
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the Soviet Union in December, 198651 . Scheduled to arrive in 

April-May 1987, their delivery was speeded up by the Soviet 

Union follc::Ming Gorbachev• s visit to New Delhi in November, 

1986. 52 

Qualitatively, the IAF is considered to be one of the 

best equipped forces in the 1hi.rd \oKJrld. 53 Apart fran the 

nt..l!rerical advantage it enjoys over Pakistan, the IAF also 

has a definite edge in terms of capabilities over its 

counterpart. 54 While conceding that the F-16 Fighting Falcon 

is an exceptionally versatile advanced fighter jet, sore 

analysts claim that its superiority can be overcome in 

actual battle by swarrping it with nunU::>ers, i.e. a single F-

16 should be engaged by several fighters with the object of 

at least one of them being able to make a hit. Such a 

strategy involves the ability to absorb high levels of 

losses in terms of men and machines. And Indian public 

opinion being extremely sensitive to all issues relating to 

Pakistan, one wonders whether the political authorities will 

be willing to make such sacrifices. Especially, sillce it may 

51. Jane's Defense Weekly, December 20, 1986. (Vol.6, 
No.24), p.l433. 

52. The reason given for advancing, by four to five months, 
the delivery schedules was ostensibly to enable India 
counteract the Pakistan Air Force's F-16. See 
India Today, 15 December 1986, p.l02. 

53. Anthony H. Cordesman, "U.S. Strategic Interests and the 
India-Pakistan Military Balance." (Monograph, 1987), 
p.22. 

54 o Ibid o 1 Po 22 o 
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effect rrorale, particularly in the armed forces. 

The transport squadrons are cc:ttp:>sed mainly of AN-32s 

and AN-12s. These have been further augmented with the 

induction of an initial batch of eight II.r-76 air transport 

planes with 20 m::>re on order. 55 It is alleged that sore iL-

76s may be airborne early warnihg (AE:W) Platfonns. 56 The IAF 

has a good record as to its air-lift capabilities and has 

successfully undertaken high altitude operations under 

severe conditions (Ladakh and Siachen areas). In this regard 

the induction of the Mi-26 Halo57 , reportedly the largest 

helicopter in the world has made a significant difference to 

Indian logistical capabilities in hostile regions. The Mi-

26, with a unique eight blade rotor, is an all weather, 

heavy lift helicopter with a payload and cargo similar to 

the Lockheed C-130 Hercules. 58 The Indian outpost on the 

Siachen Glacier, located at 7000 meters, has been kept 

functional largely due to the strategic air-lift provided by 

these helicopters. 59 

55 • The Mili t.ary Balance, 1987-88. p .158. 

56. SIPRI Yearbook, 1987. World .Arrnalrents and Disannament, 
(New York, Oxford University Press, 1987), p.247. 

57. 2 Mi-26 Halo's were inducted in 1986. These two were 
reportedly for evaluation, and a further eight are in 
the pipeline. See SIPRI Yearbook 1987. p.247. 

58. Jolm W.R. Taylor ed. 'Jane's All the World's Aircraft. 
1987-88, (London, Jane's Publishing Co., 1987), p.269. 

59. Defense And Foreign Affairs Review (USA), April ,1989 
(vol.XVII, No.4), p.29. 
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The irrportance of helicopters in providing close air 

support and battlefield tactical defense has seen their 

induction into the IAF on an increasingly large-scale. They 

have becare the vehicles for providing close air support to 

ground troops and in air-to-ground and anti-tank operations. 

They are capable of engaging enemy targets throughout the 

battlefield from very low altitudes, and have the added 

advantage of operating in conditions whiCh restrict the use 

of enemy aircraft. 60 Moreover, modern military strategy 

would proceed on the basis of destroying enemy airfields as 

a pri.wa.ry objective under battle conditions. The ability of 

helicopters to operate fran temporarily constructed heli-

pads, or even in areas with no such provisions, has given 

rise to their being used increasingly for ccrnbat purposes. 

In particular, the lessons of the Vietnam war, where ground 

attack fixed wing aircraft were unable to operate 

successfully due to terrain and other difficulties and, in 

which helicopters perfonred rermrkably well, can be seen to 

be the reason behind the rise in the tactical irrportance of 

helicopters. 

The helicopter gun-ship, Mi-25 Hind-D has been inducted 

into the IAF. Twelve of these gunships have been added to 

the existing Mi-8/-17s. 61 There are eleven squadrons of 

60. Jolm W.R. Taylor (ed), "Jane•s All the World 1 s Air
craft, 1987-88 op.cit. p.267. 

61. The Military Balance, 1987-88. p.l58. 
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liaison helicopters, all of which are army assigned. 62 The 

Defense Ministry Report 1986-87, has also taken the 

important decision of forming an Army Aviation Corps in 

order to strengthen the canbat arm of the Army. 63 

Air defences under the purview of the IAF, have also 

received attention in the current Modernization Plans (1985-

90) . Air defense forces are closely integrated and operate 

in a planned and coordinated manner. Developments in 

Electronic Counter Measures are considered irrportant. The 

IAF nON has a relatively sophisticated Air Defence Ground 

Envirorurent System (ALGES) which provides instant warning 

and evaluation of air threats as they develop. 64 

In the wars of independent India, the Navy has seen 

little battle until the 1971 war. This can be partly 

explained by the fact that no naval threat exists to India 

as far as the regional pONers are concerned. The Indian Navy 

1s the largest regional force in the Indian Ocean region 

{excluding the presence of extra regional pONers) and the 

eight in the world. 65 It is, in the words of the 

authoritative Jane's Fighting Ships, "the most powerful 

indigenous naval force from Mainan to Port Said, and is 

62. Ibid., p.l58. 

63. Annual Report 1986-87, Ministry of Defence, Governm:mt 
of India, p. 9. 

64. Asian Defence Journal, Septenll::>er 1987, p.l2. 

65. Pacific Defence Reporter (Australia), April 19888 
(vol.XVI, No.lO) p.26. 
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(still) grONing". 66 

The Indian Navy's share of the defense budget r.Wa.JI 

Rs.l,l84 crores for 1986-87 (or 11.62%). 67 The Navy is 

catpesed of sare 50 ccmbat ships organized into the Western, 

Southern and Eastern Naval Camands. Plans for expansion are 

well underway and in October 1986 the foundation for India's 

largest Naval base was laid at Karwar. 68 The role of the 

Navy in India's strategic perceptions, however, remains 

vaguely defined. Peninsular India occupies a strategic 

position, overlooking as it does the important Sea Lines of 

Carmmication (SlOC) between South-East and South-West Asia, 

which brings "over 50 per cent of the Ocean waters in· the 

east, west and south well within 900 miles of the nation's 

coastline". 69 The lengthy 3, 750 mile coastline along with 

the 200 mile Exclusive Economic Zone and the increased flow 

in overseas trade has given rise to the need to control more 

than just coastal waters. 70 The logic is that during a 

conflict, India's external trade routes should not be 

66. Quoted in Pacific Defense Reporter, l ~87 Ammal 
Reference Edition, December 1986-January 1987 
(vol.XIII, nos. 6/7). p.56. 

67. Annual Report, 1986-87. Ministry of Defense, Governm::mt 
of India, see Chart I, Defense Expenditure for 
Services. 

68. Asian Defense Journal, January 1987, p.l02. 

69. Ashley J. Tellis, "India's Naval Expansion: Reflections 
History and Strategy", carparative Strategy, vol.6 
no.2 (1987), p.l86. 

70. Raju G.c. Thatas, "Indian Security Policy". bp.cit. 
p.l54. 
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adversely effected. The point is, apart fran the superpcJNer 

presence in the Indian Ocean region (against whcrn the Indian 

Navy anyway does not stand nUJch of a chance) no irrmediate 

threat seems to exist. 71 The Indian strategy then seems to 
I J 

be the establishment of a strong sea-denial capability vis-

a-vis extra regional powers (since sea-control capabilities 
( 

against regional powers is well-established) and gradually 

evolve tONards sea control capabilities. 72 Several of the 

recent purChases and orders for future acquisitions point to 

the development of a blue water capability, which is 

essential for sea control. The acquisition of a Charlie

class nuclear submarine from the Soviets73 , three more 

Kashin class destroyers, 74 Kamov Ka-27 Helix anti-submarine 

warfare helicopters, 75 and Tu-142 B~ar Maritime 

reconnaissance aircraft76 all point towards the future 

establishment of a considerable sea control strategem. In 

71. Stating that "the Navy has never been able to delineate 
precisely either the source or the nature of its 
perceived threat", one analyst forcefully derrolishes 
several "threats" and establishes that "there are no 

·identifiable sea-bome threats (to India) justifying 
the creation of formidable naval forces." See Ashley J. 
Tellis "India's Naval Expansion: Reflections on History 
and Strategy" op.cit. Particularly pages 193-196. 

72. Pushpinder Singh, "The Indian Navy: Modernization and 
Strategy in the '80s", Asian Defense Journal, July 
1987, p.5. 

73. Foreign Affairs Record, External Publicity Division, 
Ministry of External Affairs, Government of India, 
February, 1988 (Vol.:xxxiv, No.2). p.34. 

74. SIPRI Yearl::xx:>k 1987, op.cit. p.247. 

75. Ibid., p.247. 

76. India Today, 15 December 1986. p.l03. 
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this context the addition of a second aircraft carrier, the 

INS Viraat, is also a significant development. 77 

The core of the navy consists of an aging aircraft 

carrier, the INS Vikraant. A second aircraft carrier, the 

HMS Hertt¥::!s (rechristened INS Viraat) was bought in 1986 but 

had not been commissioned by the time of Operation 

Brasstacks. There are also reports that India is planning 

to purchase (or develop indigenously) a third aircraft 

carrier. 78 The INS Vikrant carries a mixed force of Sea 

Harrier V/STOL and Alize aircraft along with Sea King ASW 

helicopters. 79 The Indian Carrier Battle Group ( CBG) has 

however came in for severe criticism arising mainly out of 

the vaguely defined objectives and missions of these 

carriers. Apart fran the lack of clearly defined objectives, 

the other shortcoming is with regard to the operational 

capabilities of the Sea Harrier V/STOL aircraft. The rrost 

crippling defect of the aircraft is its limited 250 nm range 

under a full mission loa.d of 5, 300 lbs. 80 This has led to a 

"circular operational logic: the carrier exists solely to 

77. SIPRI Yearbook, 1987. op.cit. p.246. 

78. Ashley. J. Tellis, "India's Naval Expansion: 
Reflections on History and Strategy". op.cit. p.l85. 

79. The Military Balance, 1987-88. p.l57. 

80. Ashley J. Tellis, "Aircraft Carriers and the Indian 
Navy: Assessing the Present, Discerning the Future". 
The Journal of Strategic Studies (London), 10:2, 1987, 
p.l46. 
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host the aircraft and the aircraft exist solely to defend 

the carriers."81 

The Indian Navy has 4 Kashin class destroyers (see Appendix 

4) with 4 Styx surface-to-surface missiles (SSM} and 

embarking one Kamov Ka-25 ASW helicopters. 82 These 

destroyers are considered to be the nost po.Nerfully equipped 

surface ships arcong the Asian navies since they boast of 

catplter-directed fast-firing guns, anti -sul::Inarine 

torpedoes and medium range anti-submarine rocket 

la~nchers. 83 In addition there are some 21 frigates, 4 

corvettes and several patrol craft, mine sweepers and 

anphibious landing craft. The existing eight Foxtrot 

sul:rrarines have been augm:mted with the induction of one 

kilo class sul::rnarine in late 1986.84 Five rrore kilo class 

sul::rnarines are on order. 85 

The Naval air force is canposed of a squadron of Sea 

Harrier V /SIDL fighter jets. ASW capabilities are root by 5 

-
81. Ibid., p.l53. While thus subjecting the Indian carrier 

battle groups to singularly scathing criticism, Tellis 
does recognize the paradoxical nature of the Navy's 
objectives 1 which is "that of maintaining sea-control 
vis-a-vis Pakistan while simultaneously attaining a 
sea-denial capability vis-a-vis the external powers in 
the region". A tough proposition by any standards. See 
also p.l60. 

82. The Military Balance. 1987-88. p.l57. 

83. See Pushpinder Singh, "The Indian navy" op.cit. p.l6. 

84. Ibid., p.l6. 

85. The Military Balance 1987-88, p.l?7. 
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helicopter squadrons consisting of Karrov Ka-25 Hanrones, 

Westland Sikorsky Sea-Kings and SA-316-B Aloutte Ills. 86 

There are two squadrons of Maritime reconnaissance aircraft 

composed of 3 IL-38 Mays and 3 Tu-142 M Bears.87 The TU-142 

Bears are by far the rrost irrportant ann of India's Maritirre 

reconnaissance wing. With an unrefuelled range of 13,000 KM. 

the Bears have increased manifold India's ability to patrol 

alrrost any corner of the Indian Ocean. 

III. Pakistan 

Pakistan has always been dependent on external sources 

for its major arms requirements. American weapons transfers 

in particular have been crucial to its emergence as a 

military po.o~er. In the absence of such transfers it would 

never have become a serious military power.88 Moreover, all 

such weapons transfers have always had. a direct and 

immediate impact on the regional military balance existing 

between it and India. In the wake of the 1979 Soviet 

invasion of Afghanistan, Pakistan has increasingly demanded 

and received substantial American military aid. It is the 

fourth largest recipient of US military largesse, after 

Israel, Egypt and Turkey. The $3.2 billion 6-year military 

86. Ibid., p.l57. 

87. Ibid. I p.l57. 

88. Stephen P. Cohen, "U.S. Weapons and SOUth Asia:A Policy 
Analysis", Pacific Affairs, Spring 1976, (vol.49. no.l) 
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aid and econanic package, fran 1981, saw a further increase 

of $4.02 billion (announced in March 1960) for the period 

1987-93. The United States has stressed that it would 

continue to play an irrportant role in Pakistan' s defence 

rrodernization progranm:l. 89 The arguments given by experts 

is that US anns sales to Pakistan are to be viewed "in the 

context of overall Arrerican strategy in the region, rather 

than as a response to a specific threat to Pakistani 

military security". 90 

This rray well be the case since Pakistan has beCOI1'B an 

integral part of the American Central Command security 

system, which is considered to be on par, operationally, 

with NATO and the Pacific Command. 91 Within CentCom's 

fraJreWOrk Pakistan is designated a "cruciai" ally role. 92 

Thus the enornous expansion of the Pakistan armed forces 

since 1979 has been funded by the United States. Apart fran 

the induction of new weapon systems, funding and 

construction of new air-bases and other such facilities in 

Baluchistan has also been underway. This is_ in keeping with 

Arrerican requirements for 'host-nation' facilities. 93 

89. SIPRI Year Book, 1987, p.l39. 

90. Ibid., p.l92. 

91. See Lawrence Lifschultz, "The Strategic Connection: 
Pakistan and the U.S. Cooperate on Building up Forces", 
Far eastern Econanic Review, 18 December 1986, p. 25. 

92. ibid. 26. 

93. ibid. 26. 
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The induction of advanced weapon system into Pakistan 

has, understandably, introduced an elerrent of disquiet anong 

Indian defence planners. This is especially so if one were 

to consider the fact that the margin of superiority enjoyed 

by India has never been substantial. Moreover the Indo-Pak 

wars of 1965 and 1971 reflect the contention that Pakistan 

has always used these weapons against India, although they 

were acquired for a different purpose altogether, viz. under 

a MenorandLDU of Understanding with the Arrericans, signed in 

the 1950s, weapons were acquired in order to defend itself 

against 1 ccmnunist 1 aggression. Lately, Pakistan has once 

again been receiving American weafX)ns in order to defend 

itself against Soviet aggression. 

The total anred forces of Pakistan number 480, 600 of 

which the anny accounts for 450, 000. 94 (See Appendix 1 ) . As 

noted earlier, OOth India 1 s and Pakistan 1 s military strategy 

revolves around the army. Its mainline forces are organized 

into 19 Divisions ( 2 Anroured and l 7 Infantry) • 95 6 Corps 

are stationed pennanently facing east tONards India. Much of 

the l::x:>rder along the Punjab-Sindh-Rajasthan sectors being 

ideal tank terrain, the bulk of its anroured brigades are· 

also postioned here. This is also the case with the Indian 

arnoured corps. Pakistan has sare 1600 tanks of which the 

94. The Military Balance, 1987-88, p.l68. 

95 • Ibid. 1 p.l68 • 
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bulk is composed of some 1100 T-59 MBTs, acquired from the 

Chinese. 96 The M-48 A5 MBT, still largely used by NATO 

forces in the European theatre, mnnber about 450. 97 

.Air defence capabilities have been considerably updated 

with the induction of the highly versatile and successful 

shoulder fired Stinger missiles. 98 Anti -tank guns ( to.ved) 
I 

are canprised of a 6 pounder and a l 7 pounder. Field guns 

are of Chinese origin and are of the Type 59 lOOmn and l30mn 

and a Type 56 85mn. 99 (See Appendix 2). Field ho.vitzers are 

of the 75 mm MllP, the 105mm MlOl and the Model 56P. 100 

Lately, the 155mm Mll4 field howitzer has also been 

induced.l01 This has sent India scampering to update its 

o.vn artillery capabilities and the balance will probably be 

restored once the FH-778 Bofors ho.vitzer is inducted. 

The Pakistan Air Force (PAF) has some 381 combat 

aircraft. 102 (See Appendix 3). Like the IAF its doctrine is 

also based on establishing air superiority and providing 

additional ground-attack capabilities. Once again the PAF's 

strategy is determined by the actions of- the army and they 

96. Ibid. I p.l68. 

97. Ibid., p.l68. 

98. Ohlson and Brzoska, op.cit. p.232. 

99. Ibid., p.230. 

100. The Military Balance, 1987-88, p.l68. 

101. Ibid., p.l68. 

102. Ibid. I p.l68. 
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are expected to act in coordination wit.."1! it. Its IIDst proud 

possession is the two squadron strang F-16 multi-role combat 

fighter. 103 In addition there are same eleven squadrons of 

ground attack and interceptor fighters made up of Mirage 

Ills and Q-5 Fantan-As and Shenyang J-6.104 The introduction 

of the F-16 has made the PAF take a quantwn jlllTp in terms of 

reach, interception and ground-attack capabili:ties. The 

most important aspect of these jets is their ability to 

doUble as nuclear weapon delivery systems. In view of ·the 

largely covert nuclear development programme of Pakistan the 

introduction of such aircraft poses a danger to other 

countries in the region. 

As noted in the second chapter, Pakistani strategy 

probably hinges around the launch of an effective first 

strike (assuming that it is a conventional one), and a 

maximization of gains (territorial or psychological) . By the 

time the enemy is able to react and counter-attack 

international intervention is assl.l!red to bring a cessation 

to all hostilities. This was the strategy in its earlier 

wars with India and resulted in failure partly because such 

an attack requires the availability of sophisticated 

equiprent, and at that t.ime Pakistan lacked such an arsenal. 

In terms of both air power and armoured capabilities India 

enjoys considerable superiority. But with the induction of 

103. Ibid., p.l68. 

104. Ibid., P.l68. 
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of highly sophisticated weapons into the 

Pakistan·armed forces the strategy of a punitive first 

strike can well be pulled-off with a high degree of success. 

Force multipliers,_ such as electronic surveillance 

systems, high-resolution night· vision equiprrent and radar 

jamn:ing devices are capable of tilting the balance. Both 

India and Pakistan are yet to equip themselves with such 

devices on a scale which would prove decisive. This can 

probably be explained by economic factors such as cost. 

However, India in its modernization attempts is paying 

attention to "force multipliers such as mobility, night 

vision devices, command, control communication and 

intelligence and electronic warfare capability". 105 Pakistan 

too has made determined efforts to acquire air'borne early 

warning systems (AEW) from the United States. It justified 

its demand as stemning from frequent airspace violr:J.tions by 

Afghan jets •106 The main problem facing ?akistan 

pertains to adequate ground-based detection and surveillance 

systems. Pakistan does have a reasonab)..y nodern ground-based 

air control and warning system, called the Crystal System, 

which has air-tcrground ccmnuni.cations capability, digital 

handling capability, micro..vave links and land lines, and a 

series of command centers. 107 The drawbacks of this system 

105. L.K. Sharma, "General Sundarji on Tasks Ahead", 
Times of India, 2 February 1986. 

106. SIPRIYearl:xx>k, 1987, p.206. 

107. Anthony H. Cordesman, op.cit. p.29. 
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relate to limited vectoring of fighers on to targets flying 

across the Indian border and it has limited altitude 

capability •108 The ar~nts so far put forward, justifying 

the demand for AEW platforms, however relate to the Afghan-

Pakistan border, and the frequent violation of Pakistani air 

space by Afghan jets. 

The AFJ.tV is an airborne surveillence and tracking radar 

platform which eliminates radar "clutter" and other 

drawbacks of ground based tracking systems. An AFJ.tV of the 

Boeing E-3A Sentry type is capable of tracking as many 600 

!~flying aircraft at a time, over a radius of 470 km. 109 

This represents a tremendous increase in detection 

capabilities. Such an AEW platform can direct friendly 

fighter/ interceptors onto approaching enemy aircraft well 

before the latter are in visual range. Such a system acts as 

a force Inultiplier of a devastating magnitude and introduces 

great assymnetry in capabilities. 110 The Pakistan-Afghan 

border, is however, characterized by rugged m::>untains, thus 

giving rise to radar "shadows" (obstacles which obstruct 

radar tracking) and high "cluster" levels111 • Since no 

detection platform can be absolutely leakproof, enemy jet 

108. Ibid., p. 29. 

109. Jasjit Singh, "U.S. Arms for Pakistan: lWIACS and its 
irrplications", Strategic Analysis, December 1986 
(vol.XI. No.9), p.l005. 

110. Ibid., p.l005. 

lll. Anthony H. Cordesman, op.cit. p.30. 
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fighters can penetrate an AEW's sweep by resorting to 

terrain masking and exploiting the mountains to their 

advantage. And unless an AEW has sufficient radar 

reflection or "clutter" rejection to track air m:::>verrents its 

effectiveness can be neutralized. 112 

Thus the use of l®il platforms by Pakistan on its Afghan 

borders can be ruled out since they will be rendered 

ineffective. This leaves only the Indo-Pak Border which is ·c 
characterized by lCM levels of radar clutter. Optimizing 

their use on this section of the border would enable 

Pakistani to have a complete picture of the air defenses of 

India, its strengths and weaknesses. 113 The Americans have 

to-date delayed taking a decision in this regard owing 

perhaps to Indian sensitivity on this issue. If at all ~ws 

are inducted into the region they would have quite far-

reaching i.nplications. 

Pakistan's naval capabilities are quite limited but, 

within the region, they are second only to that of India's. 

Its single naval base is at Karachi, within striking reach 

of Indian Air Force bombers as also Indian naval craft. In 

the 1971 war, India had carried out early preerrptive strikes 

on Karachi and successfully neutralized any Pakistani naval 

initiatives. 

112. Ibid., p.30. 

113. Jasjit Singh, op.cit. p.l018. 
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The Pakistani navy possesses s<::rre six destroyers of the 

Gearing class and one of the Country class. (See Appendix 

4). An order for two Amazon class destroyers was placed in 

1985. 114 The destroyers are amed with Aroorican RGM-84A 

Harpoon Missiles (Ship-to-Ship) and British Seacat 

ShSHMs. 115 There are eleven submarines of the Augusta (2), 

the Daphne (4), and SX-404 Midget (5) classes. 116 It also 

p::>ssesses several Fast Attack Craft (FAC) which are capable 

of being an effective rrenace to the Indian Navy. These are 

all of chinese origin and belong to the Huangfen, Huchwan 

and Shangai II class. 117 Their firepc:Mer is considerable 

(rrost of the pa.trol craft used by the Iranians with such 

deadly effect in the Straights of Hornuz during the recent 

Iran-Iraq war are of Chinese origin) and they are equipped 

with Hai Ying-2 ShSHMs. 118 

Naval air capabilities are limQted with the presence of 

just one squadron with three combat aircraft armed with 

anti-ship Exocet missiles. AS# capabilities and search and 
ou.-t" 

rescue operations are carriedLby six Westland Sea Kings 

(also armed with Exocets) and four SA-316B Aloutte III 

helicopters. 119 

114. 

115. 

116. 

117. 

ll8. 

119. 

Tharas Ohlson and Michael Brzoska, "Arms Transfers to 
the Third World 1971-85" op.cit. p.232. 

The Military Defence 1987-88, p.l68. 

Ibid., p.l68. 

Ibid., p.l68. 

Ibid., p.l68. 

Ibid., p.l68. 
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The Indcr-Pakistani Border is approximately 2, 300 km. 

long. Out of a total of 19 Pakistani divisions, 13 are 

permanently deployed along this line with India (of the 

other 4 divisions deployed on its Afghanistan border, two 

are earmarked against India). 120 Likewise, out of a total 

of 34 Indian divisions, approximately 20 are deployed on the 

border with Pakistan at any given time. 121 The border can 

be dividied into two segerrents. The first is the border line 

along the disputed Kashmir region. The border here is not 

clearly demarcated and since the 1972 Simla Agreerrent the 

Line of Actual Control (LAC) has cane to be accepted as the 

de facto boundary. But, domestic political compulsions will 

prevent either country from admitting so. The agreement 

(signed July 2, 1972 between Zulfikar Ali Bhutto and Indira 

Gandhi) states that "the line of control resulting from the 

cease fire 9 - December 17, 1971, shall be respected by both 

sides without prejudice to the recognized position of either 

side. "122 This segment is 1216 km long. The second 

segmant, about 1040 Km long runs fran AkhnCXJr in the North 

to the Rann of Kutch in the South. This is the 

120. K. Subrahmanyam, "India 1 s Security: The North and North 
-East Dimension", Conflict Studies 215, (London, 
Institute for the Study of Conflict).p.l9. 

121. Ibid., p.l9. 

122. Clause 4 (ii), see Satish Ktnnar ed., "Documents on 
India 1 s Foreign Policy 1972" (New Delhi, MacMillan 
1975), p.l47. 



international border and it is properly derrarcated and 

chalked out. 

In both countries the border is guarded by para 

military forces such as the Border Security Force (BSF) in 

India and the Pakistan Rangers in Pakistan. Apparently these 

forces are considered to be less provocative than the 

regular troops, especially so, since along several sections 

of the Border, troops are poised eye-ball to eye-ball. In 

the case of India the BSF functions under the Ministry of 

Haue Affairs along the international border during peace 

tilre. Along the I.AC it is under the direct control of the 

Army. So, one way to guage tensions is to note when the BSF 

is brought under direct army control. This was done during 

Brasstacks thereby indicating that the government is 

concerned with developments on the border. 123 

The Indo-Pak border at some points along the 

international border is characterized by small buldges (into 

India) or enclaves or pockets (into Pakistan) .. These are 

small areas of land, usually across sane river or canal, 

with strategic significance. For instance two such points 

are the Shakargarh bulge (Pakistan) which is withing 

striking range of Pathankot, and the Dera Baba Nanak enclave 

(India) which is within reach of Gujrarrwala. In the event 

of war such strategic enclaves or bulges assume 

123. Tilres of India, 19 January 1987. 
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importance since they facilitate the launching of quick 

thrusts into each others territory. For instance, in the 

1965 and 1971 canpaigns India had launched such a strike 

across Dera Baba Nanak enclave (out of Gurdaspur) and 

towards Gujranwala with the objective of overruning Pasrur, 

the wheat grannery of Pakistan. 124 

In January 1987, Pakistan had positioned its Northern 

strike force of 6th Arnoured and 17th Infantry Divisions 

near the Shakargarh bulge and it.s southern strike force of 

1st Armoured and 37th Infantry Divisions near Sulemanki. 125 

This signalled an offensive formation with a definite 

tactical advantage. The disadvantage was India's, since its 

cantonment areas are located same 150 to 200 kms away from 

the border. Many of the Indian divisions earmarked for the 

western sector are quartered in Central and South-central 

India and nobilization time is approxi.rrately 10-14 days. 126 

On the other hand Pakistani nobilization time is around 72 

hours since their cantonments are quite close to the 

borde~. 127 

Pakistani troops are divided into two types of military 

formations: holding (defensive) troops and strike 

(offensive) troop~. 128 There are two strike formations. Army 

124. The Hindu (Nerw DeThi), 13 May 1987. 

125. Frontline, 7-20 February 1987. 

126. K. Subramanyam, op.cit. p.l9. 

127. Ibid., p.l9. 

128. The Hindu, 13 May 1987. 
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Reserve North consisting of I Corps with 6th Arrroured and 

l 7th Infantry Divisions, and Army Reserve South consisting 

of ll Corps with l A.rnoured and 37th Infantry Divisions. The 

holdings troops are as follo,vs: in the Sialkot sector (Pakistan I 

Corps) there is the 8th and 15th Infantry Divisions and two 

independent brigades, the 54th Infantry and 8th A.nroured, 129 

the Lahore sector (Pakistan Dl Corps) with lOth, llth and 

37th Infantry divisions, an independent infantry division, 

infantry brigade and arrcoured brigade, 130 the Bahawalpur-

Multan sector (Pakistan XI Corps) with the 35th anci 14th 

infantry divisions and the l05th Infantry and lOth infantry 

Armoured independent brigades. 131 

On the Indian side, the deployments are as fo1lows: 132 

Srinagar sector (XV Corps) consists of 3 and 28 Divisions at 

Leh and Kargil, 19 Division at Baramullah and 25 Division 

covering Poonch, Meandhar and Rajouri Sectors, Siachen is 

Wlder 102(I) Brigade. Nagrota sector (XVI Corps) consists of 

10 Division at Akhnoor, 39 Division at Yol and 26 Division 

at Jammu. Jullundur sector (XI Corps) has 7 Division of _ 

Ferozepur and 15 Division at Amritsar. Bhatinda sector (X 

Corps) canprises 16 Division at Gobindpur, 24 at Bikaner and 

129. Ibid. 

130. Ravi Rikhye, "The War that never was: The Story of 
India • s Strategic failures" (New Delhi, Chanakya 
Publications, 1988) p.ll2. 

131. The Hindu, 13 May 1987. 

132. Ravi Rikhye, op.cit. pp.95-l22. 
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and 18 at Kota. Jcrlhpur sector (XII corps) consists of 11 

Division and 12 Division. 

The balance then, is thirty-four di vl.sions to India and 

twenty to Pakistan. In the event of a limited war, between 

one to two weeks, rough parity in force level exists. Past 

instances of Indo-Pak wars do reveal that conflicts have 

generally been of a limited nature. In fact Pakistani 

strategy apparently revolves around and plans for a limited 

war, in which case the existing parity ITB.kes a difference 

without actually reflecting the advantage which India 

otherwise enjoys. Only in the case of a war of attrition 

would India be able to bring its overall superiority into 

effect. 



aiAPrER. - IV . 

Towards the winter months of each year, India and 

Pakistan conduct military exercises. In addition to its 

annual exercises, India also conducts Corps-level exercises 

every three years. Scrnetimes these Corps-level exercises 

involve more than one corps and therefore tend to be on a 

larger scale than is usually the case. 1 !Staging such 

military exercises is normally a routine affair and almost 

all arrred forces of. the world conduct them. The purpose 

being to test out new strategies and to keep troops in 

battle ready condition/ 

In addition to its tri-annual multi-corps level 

exercises, India also conducts several exercises on a 

smaller scale. Such exercises maybe at the division, 

brigade or even platoon level. Sometimes a division may 

conduct several such independent exercises in a year. And 

the annual exercises are staged by one or more divisions 

within a corps. The point is, such military exercises are 

normally regarded as routine affairs. The increasing 

modernization of the armed forces has meant that newer and 

better quality weapon systems are continuously being 

inducted. And since modernization is an ongoing process, 

1 • Information obtained in interview with a serving officer 
of the Indian Army. 
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military exercises are continuously being held so that the 

armed forces are familiar with the weapons they use and the 

tactics being errployed. This is all the rrore important, as 

developnents in weapons technology are taking place at a 

bewildering pace thus making the rate of obsolescene very 

high. 

India has been conducting its triannual exercises for 

well over two decades now. The first such exercise was 

conducted sanetime in 1966 and ever since then they have 

been a regular feature. The stepped up pace of 

rrodernization policies during the past one decade in the 

anned forces has seen a steady increase in the size, scale 

and duration <::>f these exercises. Thus Operation Digvijay 

( 1983) 2 was larger than its predecessor and by extension 

Operation Brasstacks larger than Digvijay. But it needs to 

be acknowledged that Brasstacks was unusually large in scale 

and duration. 

~ In October 1986, India launched its most ambitious 

military exercise to date, code named Operation Brasstacks.3 

This multi-corps level exercise (actually one and half corps 

with assorted independent Brigades} involved close to 

thQ.I'\ 
2. Significantly

1
General Sundarji, as theLChief of Western 

Carmand, was in charge of Operation Digvijay. See India 
Today, 15 May 1988. p.8l. 

3. India Today, 15 February 1987. p.26. 
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200, 000 men with a reported cost of between Rs. 200 to Rs. 400 

crores. 4 The entire Western Air Cc:mn:md was activated and 

limited amphibious exercises were also scheduled to take 

place in the Saurashtra region. 5 So in effect it was more or 

less an inter-services ·exercise, but with a daninant anny 

role. 

Designed to test out India's newly raised Mechanized 

RAPID (Reorganized Army Plains Infantry Divisions) 

reg.i.rrents, Bras stacks was located south of the Indira Gandhi 

Canal in the Jaisalmer-Bikaner region of Rajasthan6 • The 

location of the exercise was just over 60 Kms from the 

Pakistan border. The brain child of the then Chief of Anny 

Staff, General K. Sunderji, it was designed to test out new 

logistical and tactical doctrines revolving around better 

mobility and fire p0We~ 

Mechanized Infantry forces are considered to be crucial 

in modern war tactics. Armoured Personnel Carriers (APCs) 

and Mechanized Infantry Canbat Vehicles (MICVs) are the ma.in 

launching pads for such tactics. They are employed in 

conditions where the movement of tanks is impeded or where 

infantry soliders are under attack fran light mortar and 

sma.ll-arms fire. They are essentially an offensive-oriented 

strategy, since "an offensive places greater demands on 

4. The Telegraph (Calcutta) , 8 February 1987. 

5. India Today, 15 February 1987. p.26. 

6. Ibid., p.27. 
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mechanized infantry support for enhancing the rtDbili ty of 

tank spearheads, especially when the terrpo is stalled by 

obstacles or terrain". 7 

In addition to the Mechanized Infantry regiments 

Brasstacks was concerned with conducting the test trials of 

the RAPID (Reorganized Army Plains Infantry Divisions) 

Divisions. The RAPID and Mechanized Infantry divisions are a 

corollary of each other and in fact RAPID emerged out of the 

recent enphasis given to Mechanized forces in the tactical 

and strategic. doctrines of the A.rm:!. The RAPID also ernerged 

out of the shortcomings of plains infantry. These 

shortcomings maybe identified as lack of mobility, 

flexibility and fire power, and in their "present 

configuration they were considered incapc1ble of functioning 

in support of Mechanized forces in fast-moving fluid 

operations". 8 An infantry division is organized into three 

infantry brigades, an artillery brigade and other brigades 

providing logistical back-up. The RAPID ho.-vever is corrposed 

of two infantry brigades, one mechanized Brigade, two 

Armoured regiments (either T-72 or T-54/55 tanks) and a 

Mechanized Infantry Battalion (BMP-1 and BMP-2 armoured 

personnel carriers) . Thus, even though a RAPID has less 

overall infantry canbat po.-ver in canparison to a standard 

7. Lt. Gen. Eric A. Vas, "The Changing Rythm of War: The . 
evolution of Mechanized Infantry". Indian Defence 
Review, January 1989, p.88. 

8. Lt. Gen. Mathew Thcna:s, "The RAPID: An Appraisal of 
India's n~look Infantry Division for Warfare in the 
Plains". Indian Defence Review, January 1989, p.92. 
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infantry division it has enhanced target acquisition and 

surveillance capability, greater anti-tank potential and 

enhanced mobility9 . 

The strategic orientations of both the RAPID and 

Mech~ized regiments seems to thro.v light on India • s new 

rnili tary doctrine. The emphasis fran a counter-offensive 

strategy seems to be shifting and giving way to certain 

offensive tactics. Though still limited in nature and by no 

means a generally applicable rule, such a strategy seems to 

fit in with the government's regional policy. In the 

previous chapter we had taken a general run-down of India's 

military might. Several of the newly acquired weapon 

systems (for instance the MIG-27 and 29s, the Kresta Class 

Cruisers, etc. ) enhanced the offensive capability of the 

armed forces. That India intends to play a more active role 

and exercise its position as the regional po,ver is obvious. 

But New Delhi seems to be backing its intentions by building 

the requisite capability. The essence and purpose of 

exercise Brasstacks can be better understocxl when studied 

against such a background. 

c 
(:..-). Elaborate in detail, Operation Brasstacks was divided· 

L Lnto four phases spread over nearly five months. 10 The first 

two phases were "played out" in the operation ro::xns of the 

9. Ibid., p.95. 

10. The Telegraph, 8 February 1987. 
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cantorurent area of Delhi, and were restricted to paper. 11 

Garre theories and the use of conputer aided rrodels was the 

daninant theme. These two phases Q.ealt largely with working 

out the logistics of nen and materials that would be needed, 

along with optimum deployment profiles. 12 In fact the 

deployment of troops did not get underway till early 

November. Phase three, which began saret.:iJne in December, was 

a "limited offensive" folla,.,ing irraginary set backs in the 

wake of an "enemy" attack.13 The final phase, or rather the 

"shooting phase" was scheduled . to begin in February. This 

was the nost important part of Brasstacks and envisaged an 

all out "counter offensive". The phase four plan involved 

an imaginary thrust into Pakistan with the objective of 

capturing the Sindh city of Hyderabad14 . The troops were to 

advance in a broad-arra,., head forma.tion so that the vanguard 

could be protected from being outflanked. But since there 

were insufficient troops to carry out such a massive 

"offensive", the plans envisaged a diversionary arrphibious 

"attack" on the Pakistan Coast near Karachi. But in reality 

such an "attack" was to be played out in the Saurashtra 

region~ 

11 . Ibid. , 8 February 1987 . 

12 . Ibid. , 8 February 1987 • 

13. Ibid., 8 February 1987. 

14. The Hindustan Tines (Nerw Delhi), 3 February 1987. 

15. India Today, 15 February 1987. 
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(, In keeping with convention, the Indian Director General 

of Military Operations (r:x;t.D) had apparently info~ his 

Pakistani counterpart, in early November, aoout the nature, 

duration, size and location of Operation Brasstacks. 16 

Pakistan, pro"bably al~ at the size of the troops being 

massed on its borders, brought up the matter during the 

SMRC (South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation) 

Summit in Bangalore in November, 1986. In fact the summit 

opened amidst reports that Indian troops were massing on 

Pakistan 1 s borders. 17 Pakistan Prime Minister Mohamned Khan 

Junejo first raised the issue in his rreeting with India 1 s 

External Affairs Minister N.D. Tiwari.18 The SAARC Summit, 

having failed to define clearly what constitutes terrorist 

activities19, came up with the Bangalore Declaration. The 

Declaration was significant for its reiteration to promote 

peace, stability and amity in the region through strict 

16. Ibid., 15 February 1987. p . .:l.6 · HONever this contention 
is disputed by Lt. Gen Jagjit Singh Arora (Retd.), 
f1ember of Parliament (Rajya Sabha). Lt. Gen. Arora 
states that, while being briefed on the border issue 
as part of the opposition, the Minister of State for 
Defense, Shri Arun Singh, had said that there was no 
need to inform Pakistan since exercise Brasstacks was 
well over 60 Krns fran the border with Pakistan. Once 
Pakistan began to voice its concerns, India did inform 
them. (interview with Lt.Gen •. Arora, New Delhi, 15 
May 1989). 

17. Far Eastern Econanic Review, 27 November 1986. p.30. 

18. Frontline, 7-21 February 1987. p. 7. 

19. India Today, 15 December 1986. p.l27. 
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adherence to the principles laid down in the United Nations 

Charter. 20 : 

During the Summit bi-lateral talks (SAARC excludes 

discussion of bilateral issues in its forum) were being held 

between Junejo and Rajiv Gandhi. Junejo' s speech at the 

inaugural session came up with the suggestion that a formal 

convention should be drawn up making it obligatory for 

rrember states to infonn each other of any significant troop 

rroveroonts21 • He went on to add that observers should be 

allowed to watch all major exercises. These remarks were an 

obvious reference to Indian troop rroveroonts. Apparently in 

their private meetings Prime Minister Gandhi took exception 

to Junejo' s carrnents, but however linked the troop rroveroonts 

to the Indian Army's exercises. 22 

In fact, Pakistan seemed convinced by the Indian 

explanations since General Zia himself ruled out any 

immediate threat of an attack on the eastern border (by 

India). 23 

20. Foreign Affairs Record, External Publicity Division, 
Ministry of External Affairs (Governrrent of India), 
16 November, 1986 (vol.xxxii, no.ll). p.338. 

21. Far Eastern Econanic Reviev.r, 27 November 1987, p.30. 

22. Ibid., p.30. 

23. General Zia made this stateroont while ad~sing the 
National Assembly Members fran Baluchistan and North
West Frontier Provinces on December 7, 1986. See 
Frontline, 7-20 February 1987, p.9. 
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C. Meanwhile, Pakistan too was conducting its o.vn military 

manoeuvres, Saf-e-Shikan and Flying Horse. These exercises 

had begun in October and were sCheduled to end by November 

and Mid-December respectively. The exercises were centered 

around the two strike co:rps of the Pakistani Army. Saf-e-

Shikan was headed by the lst Armoured and 37th Infantry 

Divisions of Army Reserve South. It was located in the 

Bahawalpur-Marot sector. 24 The 6th Armoured and 17th 

Infantry Divisions of Army Reserve North were involved in 

the exercise Flying Horse whiCh was scheduled to take place 

further North in the Jhelum-Chenab corridor. 25 The Pakistani 

Air Force was also conducting its awn exercises, code named 

Highrrark. 26 

Despite being assured that the rrassing of troops was in 

relation to routine military exercises, Pakistan continued 

to express concern over the "unprecedented" concentration of 

Indian troops on its oorders. 27 According to one Indian 

newspaper, reports in the Pakistani press greatly 

exaggerated the India military exercise and the threat posed 

by it to Pakistani security. 28 In fact Flying Horse was 

24. Frontline, 7-20 February 1987. p.9. 

2 5 . Ibid. I p9 . 

26. India Today, 15 February 1987. 

27. The Muslim, quoted in Public Opinion Trends (PCYr) 
Analysis and News Service (New Delhi). Pakistan 1987, 
Part 1, p.295. 

28. The Hindustan Tines, 3 February 1987 . 
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Pak Troops Remain in Combat 
Position even after the End of 
Their Exercises 

SOURCE: India Today, 15 Febnu~y 1987 
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apparently accompanied by a carefully orChestrated campaign 

in Pakistan aoout the security th±:-eat posed by India. 29 

On 17th Noveniber 1986, the Pakistani. :ooMJ sought and 

received assurances from his Indian counterpart about 

Brasstacks. 30 He was inforrred by the Indian D3M::> that they 

were routine Multi-corps level exercises and were in keeping 

with India's triannual exercises, which invariably tend to 

be on a much large scale. 31 On the face of it ·no convert 

purpose as such was evident in the nature of exercise 

Brasstacks. It was, for all practical purposes, just a 

military exercise but on a scale not attempted before. 

Towards the end of December 1986, Indian intelligence 

picked up sane disquieting signals. 32 (See Map 1). The two 

Pakistani Military exercises, Saf-e-Shika& and Flying Horse 

were not proceeding as scheduled. The troops belonging to 

the 1st Arnoured and 37th Infantry Divisions, which headed 

Saf-e-Shikan, continued to remain in position near Rahimyar 

Khan even after the conclusion of their manoeuvres. 

Initially, Indian intelligence concluded that they were 

probably monitoring Brasstacks. Adoption of such defensive 

postures While monitoring the military exercises of another 

country are nornal practise. But Flying Horse, scheduled to 

29. The Telegraph, 8 February 1987. 

30. India Today, 28 February 1987. 

31. Ibid., 15 February 1987. 

32. India Today, 15 February 1987. 
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be held in the JhelumrChenab corridor, shifted venue to the 

Ravi-chenab corridor so that by the end of their exercises 

Pakistan 1 s Northern strike corps were dangerously close to 

the Indian Border near the Shakargarh bulge. 33 The change in 

location was not informed to the Indian DGMO. But 

infomation was conveyed that Pakistan had decided to extend 

the exercises because of India 1 s Brasstacks. 34 Although it 

is not uncommon to extend the duration of an exercise, the 

excuse given in this instance did seem extraordinary. 

Heari\Nhile, the PAF 1 s exercise Highmark care to an end, but 

satellite bases were kept operational with detachments 

flying regular sorties. Still more surprising was that 

Pakistani forces in the forward areas were issued extra 

arrmunition, all new postings and transfers suspended and 

service leaves were cancelled. 35 And Para-military forces 

such as the Mujahids and the Janbaaz were activated. Indian 

intelligence sources had apparently gathered all this 

information by the 15th of January 1987 .~7 

But, between Decerriber 1986 and January 1987, India too 

acted in a manner which could have only increased existing 

suspicions on the other side. The most important Indian 

33. Times of India (New Delhi), 19 January 1987. 

34. India Today, 15 February 1987. 

35. India, Lok Sabha Debates Series 8, vol.xxv, no.l5l. 
Minister of State for External Affairs, Eduardo 
Faleiro in reply to a oral question on the border 
situation, 13 March 1987. 

36. India Today, 15 February 1987. 
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action in this region con<e:erned the deployment of 6 Mountain 

Division from out of Bareilly (its peace station) to the 

sensitive Jartm.l sector. 37 And contrary to assurances given 

by India, the size of Brasstacks was not curtailed, 38 and 

further, information as to the nature and duration of 

Brasstacks was supposed to have been deliberately kept 

vague. 39 

~What ultimately brought matters to a head was the 

extremely provocative move ~from the Indian Viewpoint) 

undertaken by Pakistan's Army Reserve South sometime in 

early January, 1987. The Ist Anroured and 37th Infantry 

Divisions left Rahimyar Khan, crossed the Lcdhran !?ridge 

across the sutlej, near Bahawalpur and headed in the 

direction of Multan, their peace time station. 40 (See Map 

2),But instead of proceeding to Multan, they bypassed it and 

took up position near the Sulemanki Headworks, just 16 kms 

from India's border near Fazilka.41 This manoeuvre put the 

Sutlej river behind them and opened up the Punjab plains to 

a quick thrust. There were also reports that sane elerrents 

of Pakistan's XI Corps from Peshawar and XII Corps from 

37. India Today, 28 February 1987. 

38. The Muslim, quoted in Public Opinion Trends, Pakistan 
1987 Part I, p.296. 

39. India Today, 28 February 1987. 

40. Ibid., February 1987. See also The Hindustan Times, 
24 January 1987. 

41. Ibid., 15 February 1987. 
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had . ped 'th th . f . 42 Quetta been grou w1 e two strike ormat1ons. 

Such an offensive manoeuvre put Pakistan in a 

tactically advantageous position. Its Northern strike Corps 

were poised in the strategic Shakargarh Bulge, within 

striking range of India's vital Janmu-Pathankot~urdaspur 

area. Its Southern Strike Corps were barely 15 Km. away from 

Fazilka-Abohar. The two strike formations were thus 

offensively poised near the strategic border state of 

Punjab. What heightened Indian concerns was that Indian 

Punjab was in a state of flux since separatist elements were 

waging a grim battle against the state's para-military 

forces. The Pakistani m::)Ves thus synchronized with the Sikh 

extremists· plan to whip up pro-"Khalistan" (the seperate 

state they were demanding) senti.rrents at a Sarbhat Khalsa 

(Convention of the Sikh comnunity) to be convened on January 

26, India's Republic Day. 43 The impression thus gained by 

New Delhi was that Pakistan intended to fish in India's 

troubled waters. And an Indian Defence official stated that 

with all Indian troops and aircraft not involved with 

Brasstacks still .. at their peace time locations, a definite 

tactical advantage rested with the two Pakistani strike 

fornations. 44 

42. Times of India, 19 January 1987. 

43. Frontline, 7-20 February 1987. p.6. 

44. The Telegraph, 8 February, 1987 . 
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But, surprisingly, till January 15, when the three 
I 

service chiefs briefed the cabinet Carmittee on Political 

Affairs (CCPA) and advised manning of forward defences, no 

Indian reaction took place.45 This, despite the fact that 

Indian intelligence had been following all Pakistani moves 

carefully. It was only after the movement of Army Reserve 

South was confirT!Ed that Indian reactions got triggered-off. 

The Indian move follONed a carefully orchestrated carrpaign 

in the newspapers of Pakistani massing of troops in the 

Punjab sector. Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi briefed 

opposition leaders on the dev~lopments on the border. 46 And 

finally on January 23, follONing an urgent meeting of the 

cabinet carmittee on Political Affairs, a "red-alert" (the 

highest state of alert, short of actual war) was sounded and 

the army was directed to man its forward defences. 

Ilc:IIestic Reacticns: 

In fact till January 19, the day nE!INSpapers carried 

screaming headlines about the massing of troops on the 

border, the people in both countries were not aware of the 

developnents taking place on the border. Moreover details 

regarding Operation BrasstaCks were vague and except for the 

fact that it was on a large scale not rruch was knONn about 

it. Moreover till then Indo-Pak relations had appeared to be 

irrproving. 

45. India Today, 15 February 1987 . 

46. Patriot (New Delhi), 18 January 1987. 
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Hence the incidents in the third week of January, 1987 

could not have cane at a m::::>re inopportnne time. That they 

did, reveals the hair-trigger nature of Indo-Pakistan 

relations. Only in November 1986 at the SAARC Summit in 

Bangalore leaders of the two conntries had met and declared 

their intention to inprove relations. In early January the 

Indian Horne Secretary C.G. Samaiah had visited Pakistan to 

confer with his Pakistani counterpart S.K. Mahmood, 

Pakistan's Interior Secretary 4 7• Soon after, the resl..Ullption 

of foreign-Secretary level talks, after m::::>re than a year, 

took place. Further Pakistan had offered to issue a joint 

declaration with India, denonncing the Sikh secessionist 

demand for Khalistan.48 

The days fran January 19, 198~ When Indian news reports 

first annonnced the concentration of Pakistani troops on the 

Border, to January 27, When it was annonnced that Secretary 

level talks would be held to deescalate the tensions, were 

filled with confusion (and misleading stateroonts). Ope;ration 

Brasstacks, till then a very low profile event was suddenly 

catapulated onto center sta~e. At a press conference on 

January 21, Prime Minister Gandhi expressed "tremendous 

concern" over the massing of trCXJps along the border and 

said that the government was trying to ascertain from 

Islamabad and "others" as to why these troops had not been 

47. Pakistan Ti.Ires (Isla.rrabad), 4 January 1987. 

48. T.i.zres of India, 16 January 1987. 
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pulled back at the conclusion of their exercises. 49 

Defending the size and scale of Brasstacks the Prime 

Minister clarified that no threat was posed to Pakistan by 

the exercise. 50 But basically the Indian contention was 

that even after being informed of the timing, location and 

level of troops to be deployed, Pakistan chose to adopt an 

offensive tactical position. In the guise of strengthening 

its defences, in view of Brasstacks, "it had adopted a force 

disposition which could have only been taken to mean a 

prelude to a probable incursion into the sensitive Jammu and 

Punjab sectors."51 

FollCMing an urgent meeting of the CCPA, the Indian 

Army was directed to man its forward positions and the Air 

Force was put on maximum alert. 52 The BSF along the 

international 'border was put under Army control with the 

Navy being directed to keep its "eyes and ears open" 53 

Troops were also airlifted and rushed to Punjab. Replying to 

an oral question in the Lok Sabha, Minister of State for 

External Affairs, Eduardo Faleiro, stated that India had 

exercised maximum restraint. He stated that the threat 

49. Times of India, 19 January 1987. 

50. This assurance was given by Gandhi during the SAARC 
Suntnit. See Frontline, 7-21 February 1987, p. 7. 

51. Annual Report 1986-87, Ministry of Defence, Governrrent 
of India, p.2. 

52. Times of India, 21 January 1987. 

53. The Hindustan Ti.rres,. 24 January 1987. 
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posed by the Pakistani noves "could no longer be ignored and 

left us with no other alternative but (to) institute 

essential defensive measures involving preventive deployment 

of the anny" • 54 

Simultaneous with the decision to place the armed 

forces on rrBxi.Irum alert, India also initiated diplomatic 

moves. On January 23, Pakistani ambassador in India, 

Hurcayun Khan, was surcm::>ned to the Foreign Office and told in 

no certain tenus that if Pakistan did not nove its troops to 

their pre-October positions then India would be forced to 

move its troops to the border. 55 The Minister for External 

Affairs N.D. Tiwari, conferred with the Soviet Ambassador 

Nikolai Rykov while Minister of State for Defence Arun Singh 

inforrred the American ambassador John Gunter-Dean of the 

Pakistani troop movements. 56 

In Pakistan, the reactions were mostly based on 

allegations made in India. One of the first official 

statements came from the Chief Armed Forces Spokesman, 

Brigadiar Siddiq Salik and was totally misleading. 

Rejecting the Press Trust of India report that Pakistani 

troops were offensively located along the Indian border he 

said, "This is all false". 57 The spokesman went on to 

54. India, Lok Sabha Del:ates Series 8, vol.XXV, no.151, 
13 March 19871 ~· 7 • 

55. India Today, 15 February 1987. 

56. The Hindustan Times, 24 January 1987. 

57. The Dawn, 20 January 1987. 
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reiterate charges, first made in November, that India was 

massing troops along the oorder. On 22nd January, a Foreign 

Office spokesman in Islamabad (without denying Indian 

charges) said that India' s professed concern at Pakistan 
/ 

troop build-up along the oorder were unwarranted and were a 

diversionary ploy to draw attention away from India's multi-

corps exercises in Rajasthan. The Pakistani forces were, 

according to him, conducting their normal winter exercises 

and hence there were no grounds for Indian concerns. Thus, 

Pakistan continued to deny Indian charges and instead dre.v 

attention to Operation Brasstacks and the presence of some 

200, 000 Indian troops across the Sind Border. 58 Even as 

late as January 25, the Pakistan Foreign Office continued to 

deny that its troops had positioned themselves opposite the 

Abohar-Fazilka sectors. Instead attention was sought to be 

focused on India's exercises. 59 One ne.vspaper even went so 

far as to state that an exercise the size of Brasstacks 

could not have been a mere exercise and speculated that it 

probably had deeper ramifications which remain 

unexplained. 60 

The Pakistani Prime Minister Mohammed Khan Junejo 

issued a statement from Peshawar that his country was 

camri.tted to peace in the region and believed in the 

58. The Dawn, 22 January 1987. 

59. The Muslim, 25 January 1987 . 

60. The Dawn, 25 January 1987. 
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principles of peaceful coexistence. 61 Later, on his return 

to Islamabad, he convened a meeting of the Defense Committee 

of the Cabinet where a decision was taken to enter into 

i.rma:liate negotiations with India in order to deescalate 

tensions. Meanwhile, the Pakistani Minister of State for 

Foreign Affairs, Zain Noorani, summoned the Indian 

ambassador S.K. Singh making a proposal to enter into 

immediate talks. 62 Going a step further, the Pakistani 

ambassador at the United Nations, was directed to meet 

representatives of other countries and explain the Pakistani 

position. The most surprising aspect of the entire .episode 

was the ?bsence of General Zia-ul-Haq from the country. 

Fran Kuwait, where he was attending the Islamic Sunrnit, Zia 

raised the issue by stating that "regrettably, an 

unprecedented o6ncentration of Indian troops very close to 

our borders and several other military measures adopted 

recently by India have suddenly injected elements of tension 

and grave misunderstanding in bilateral relations". 63 The 

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, apparently at the behest 

of General Zia, had a telephonic conversation with Pri.Ire 

Minister Raji v Gandhi. Through Mubarak the Prime Minister 

conveyed his assurance to Zia that India did not want an 

61 . The Muslim, 25 January 1987. 

62. Ibid. 

63. Frontline, 7-20 February 1987, p.lO. 
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escalation and would like Pakistan not to attempt any 

adventure. 64 • 

'lbe New DeplCJyliBlt Profile 

The fact is that the movement of the two Pakistani 

strike formations, one located near the ~argarh Bulge and 

the other near the Sulemmki Headworks, brought arout only a 

temporary disadvantage in India's tactical position. These 

troops were already in their "launch pads", i.e., strategic 

points from where to launch a strike. Whereas India had yet 

to put its forces on a red-alert. 65 On January 23, the 

Indian Army was directed to occupy its forward defences, .a 

rranoeurvre which was rrore or less ccxrpleted by January 27th, 

by which tine India had gained the upper hand in the crucial 

sectors of Jarrmu and Punjab. 66 

As noted earlier, Pakistan had shifted its Northern 

strike corps of 6 Anroured and 17th Infantry Divisions near 

the Shakargarh Bulge and its Southern strike Corps of lst 

Armoured and 37th Infantry Divisions near the Sulemanki 

headworks. The 16 Infantry Division (Kharlan) and 14th 

Infantry Division (Okara) were further added to these t-wo, 

respectively. 67 As such, a formidable array of 19 Divisions 

64. Ibid., p.lO. 

65. The Times of India, 19 January, 1987. 

66. The Hindu, 27 January 1987. 

67. 'I'he Hindu, 13 May, 1987. 
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had apparently taken up position on the Pakistan side from 

the Kashmir sector in the north to the Sindh sector in the 

south-west (ironically this left less than two division on 

Pakistan 1 s Afghan borders to face the "Russian threat", 

under the guise of which the Pakistani rulers had secured 

va,st quanti ties of anns. ) 68 

To neutralize the position of the Pakistani Northern 

strike corps, India brought in the 29 Division into the 

crucial Jammu-Pathankot area. 69 This was in addition to 6 

i-iountain Division which was brought in during December and 

the other existing fonnations at Jammu, Yol, Akhnoor and 

Naoshera. Pakistan 1 s Southern strike corps were likewise 

countered by the reinforcement of the Ferozepur sector with 

23 Division from Ranchi and 57 Division from the North-East. 

54 Division from Secunderabad was on its way. Additionally, 

the Pakistan General Staff nust have taken note of the eight 

Divisions which were part of Operation Brasstacks and which 

could have fanned out in different directions. These 

fonnations were capable of, in the event of war, cutting all 

. 1 d d . . be . d d Pun . b 70 ra1 an roa CClliTD..liUcat1ons tween Sm an Ja . 

HONever
1 

exercise Brasstacks was altered only marginally with 

one division being entrusted with guarding the Rajasthan 

border. 

68. Frontline, 7-20 February 1987. 

69. Ravi Rikhye, The War that never was: The Story of 
India 1 s Strategic failures" (New Delhi, Chanakya 
Publications, 1988}. p.l49. 

70. The Hindu, 27 January 1987. 
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Thus tactically, the Pakistan position was rendered 

strategically suicidal. Both its strike formations, in the 

event of carrying out an offensive1 were in danger of having 

their rear cut-off by an Indian counter-offensive. 71 

Crisis Manageuert.: 

The Pakistani strike corps were positioned long before 

India even took the decision to place its armed forces on a 

red-alert. So, as such the choice open to India was to 

enter into negotiations with Pakistan from a militarily weak 

position, or else to forward deploy its forces and then 

negotiate from a position of strength. In the event it 

chose the latter. 72 On January 23 cai"re the news that India 

had placed its forces on a "red alert". Sirrultaneously it_ 

took the initiative to defuse tensions by offering to hold 

official level talks. 73 What mattered was that both 

countries kept their diplanatic channels and expressed a 

willingness to sit and thrash out the issues. In the final 

analysis this is What prevented things from getting out of 

hand. And over the years, especially since the Sirr:tla Talks 

of 1972, diplomatic channels between the two countries have 

come to acquire a resilience of their own. 

71. The Hindu, 27 May 1987. 

72. Frontline~ 7-20 May 1987. p.lO. 

73. Annual Report, 1986-87, Ministry of Defence, Governm:mt 
of India, p.2. 
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( Indo-Pak relations are often viewed by decision-makers 

in roth countries as a zero-sum game. The result is that 

neither is willing to make any concessions. Or worse, even 

appear to make concessions, since this will be taken as a 

gain by the opposing side. The entire process of 

deescalation was marked by this Characteristic and, neither 

India nor Pakistan wished to appear as ba.cking dONn. Hence 

statements expressing a desire to sit and talk things over 

were invariably mixed with rhetorics well laced with 

patriotic fervour. 

The day after the Indian decision to place its troops 

on the "red alert", Pakistan indicated its willingness to 

open talks at any level. 74 On the 24th of January the two 

Prime Ministers, Junejo and Gandhi, had a telephonic 

conversation. Observers at the time attributed this 

conversation as being decisive in deescalating·the 

tension. 75 The next day, Inqian Ambassador s.K. singh had an 

extraordinary meeting with Junejo in Parliament House 

(Islamabad). Two days later (i.e. 27 January),· by which 

time the Indian troops had been forward deployed, it was 

announced that Pakistan's foreign secretary Abdus Sattar was 

to lead a five Member delegation to New Delhi for talks on 

the border crisis. 76 =£ 

74. The Dawn, quoted in Public Opinion Trends, Pakistan, 
Part I, 1987, p.298. 

75. The Hindu, 28 January, 1987. 

76. The Hindu, 27 January, 1987. 
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International reactions to the events on the Indo-Pak 

border were generally subdued. Despite having sounded out 

the Soviet and American ambassadors in New Delhi, their lack 

of response JtU.lst have cane as a disappointment to India. 

Throughout the crisis, Tass and Izvestia, the Soviet Union's 

official barometers maintained a neutral stand. 77 The 

j- surprise, from India's point of view, was the Chinese 

reaction. Official Chinese media gave equal space to both 

countries point of view without appearing to take a stand. 

Moreover, the Chinese Arribassador in New Delhi, Li Lianqing, 

met the Indian Minister of State for External Affairs, 

preslll1E.bly to make kn0N11 that his country would like to see 

the crisis resolved peacefully. 78 A significant departure 

from past Chinese practises in their relations with India. 

( The deescalation talks opened in New Delhi on 31 

January. The Indian side was led by acting Foreign Secretary 

Alfred Gonsalves and Pakistan by Abdus Sattar. The talks 

immediately ran into difficulties with both sides 

disagreeing on the scope of the talks. The Pakistani 

attempt was to negotiate procedures for preventing any 

future misunderstandings rising out of military manoeuvres 

and the Indian insistance was on keeping the current talks 

confined strictly to a deescalation of the current military 

confrontation. 79 The Pakistani strategy thus seems to have 

77. India Today, 15 February 1987. 

78. The Hindu, 29 January 1987. 

79. Far Eastern Economic Review, 12 February, p.l7. 
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been to ensure a check on any future military manoeuvres by 

India by, arrong others, limiting their size. Because through 

out the crisis, Pakistan had been expressing concern at the 

size of Brasstacks. The Indian objective was to firstly 

focus attention on Pakistani troop movements north of 

Fazilka and secondly to ensure withdrawal of the two armies 

back to their peace stations.80 The Pakistani attempts to 

include Brasstacs in the talks and wrangle an assurance that 

its size be cut dONn were also rejected by India. 81 

From the talks it became clearly evident that both 

~ countries had prepared for a worst-case scenario. Pakistan 

defended its actions by saying that contrary to assurances 

the size of Brasstacks was not curtailed. The danger posed 

to its civil population led to the issuing of 1st line and 

a reserve 15-day anmmition. Further, it stated that the 

inclusion of an amphibious exercise was not rrade knONn to 

't 82 1 . But by far, the most convincing reason given was the 

movement of 6 Mountain Division into the Jammu sector. 

Apparently this move coupled with the already existing 

Pakistani apprehensions over Brasstacks led to their 

actions. 

The talks, initially scheduled for two days, eventually 

lasted for five days. At the talks, Sattar made. it clear 

80. The Hindu, 1 February 1987. 

81 . The Hindu, 5 February 1987. 

82. India Today, 28 February 1987. 
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that there was no way Pakistan would withdraw its forces 

unless India scaled down the size of Brasstacks. The 

Pakistani insistence on scaling dONn· Brasstac.'cs seems to 

indicate that they were probably proceeding on the 

assumption that it was not purely a military exercise. An 

apparent trade-off between Sind (Bras stacks was located in 

Rajasthan across the Sind Border) and Punjab (Pakistani 

strike corps were poised for an offensive close to India's 

Punjab Borders) appeared to be the Pakistani line of 

thinking. 83 

The talks appeared to be going around in a vicious 

cycle. If India went ahead with Brasstacks on the scale 

Pakistan objected to, then it 'WOuld continue to retain its 

forces on the oorder. In the event of which India would be 

obliged to match forces. And, so back to square one. 

Fortunately, on day five, a limited agreement was 

arrived at. 84 Neither side was prepared to make any major 

concession that might create an impression of a climb-down. 

A sector by sector study of the ground positions was ma.de in 

an attempt to identify the nature and extent of deployments 

in the various sectors. Following this a mutually 

acceptable package of procedures for a withdrawal, within 

83. The Hindu, 3 February 1987. 

84. A text of the February 4 Agrerrent between India and 
Pakistan was tabled in the Lok Sabha, in response to a 
written question. See India., Lok Sal::ha Debates Series 8, 
vol. XXIV, No.4) 27 February 1987, p.l42. See also 
appendix V. 
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the framework of a wideragreement on deescalation, were 

worked out. 85 (See Map 3) 

The withdrawal of forces,· to be nonitored by the J::X;M)s 

of India and Pakistan, was to proceed on a sector by sector 

basis starting from Shakargarh. One significant point was a 

no-attack assurance and an undertaking that both sides would 

avoid provocative actions along the border. 86 (See also 

M Q.p ~ a.l\ci Appendix 5) • Pakistan's northern strike corps of 6 Arnoured 

Division and 17th Infantry Division were to withdraw from 

Shakargarh in exChange for India's 6 Mountain Division from 

Jammu. 87 This withdrawal was to be completed within 15 

days. All mine-laying was to be terminated and existing 

ones were to be lifted or de-activated. Both the Pakistan 

Air Force and the Indian Air Force were to remain in contact 

so that misunderstanding of aircraft novement would not take 

place. Moreover all satellite bases were to be deactivated 

and the rival navies were to revert to a lo.ver status of 

operational readiness. But the nost important aspect of the 

agreement was the exclusion of Operation Brasstacks from its 

purvie.Y. But for this, India had to concede and all01 the 

Pakistanis to maintain their southern strike crops of 1 

Arnoured and 37 Infantry Division, just 15 km from India's 

border near Fazilka. 

85. The Hindu, 4 February, 1987. 

86. Text of Agreement signed between A1:rlus Sattar, Foreign 
Secretary of Pakistan and Alfed Gonsalves, Secretary in 
the Indian Ministry of External Affairs on 4 February 
1987, in Ne.Y Delhi. 

87. Ibid. 
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The. February 4 agreement also provided for a second 

round of talks. An Indian delegation was to visit Pakistan 

in early Mardh and discuss the pull out of troops from the 

other sectors. But a glaring omission from the agreement 

was the failure to identify who rroved whose troops first. 

By April, a rrajor part of the 2nd phase of troops pull 

out from Punjab, Rajasthan and the Ra.nn of Kutch regions was 

over. This was in pursuance of the agreement readhed during 

the 2nd Round of the Secretary-level talks held in 

Islarrabad. 88 Between 40 to 50,000 troops were involved in 

the sectors of Chor to Mandi Sadiqganj in Pakistan Punjab 

and from Banrer to Hindurralkot in Rajasthan. 

88. The Times of India, 8 April 1987. 
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<liAPrER- v 

AN APPRAISAL OF BRASSTAa<S 

The crisis which erupted in the wake of Operation 

Brasstacks is symptomatic of the hair-trigger nature of 

Indo-Pakistan relations. That the crisis took place in a 

month which was earlier marked by the resumption of 

Secretary-level talks only strengthens this conclusion. And 

reflects on the mutual suspicion and distrust the two 

nations hold eaCh other in. If at·all it was the intention 

of either country to score a diplanatic coup, this resort 

to, what was at that time tel:i'£Ed "exercise rmnoeuvring", 

signalled a dangerous exercise in brinkmanship. 

To get a clearer understanding of the events 

surrounding Bras stacks, let us proceed by examining three 

factors. An analysis of these three factors will not only 

put the events of January 1987 in a clearer perspective, but 

-thl'OW 

. rray also L sane light on the noti ves for the actions of the 

respective sides. The three factors can be broadly clubbed 

under (a) domestic compulsions, (b) external compulsions, 

arid (c) an outright rnili tary objective. 

Firstly, the danestic compulsions. An examination of 

the state of political conditions in both the countries will 

thrCJN same light in understanding the ,events surrounding 

Brasstacks. In the pc1st, regirnes in both countries had not 
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hesitated in spilling vitriolic against each other, if only 

to divert people 1 s attention away fran pressing danestic 

problems. As we shall discuss belo.v, both the Rajiv and Zia 

governments had much to gain by creating such a situation. 

In Pakistan, General Zia found his authority being 

steadily eroded by his hand-picked Prime Minister Mohammed 

Khan Junejo. Junejo was emerging as an independent pc:Mer 

center and had belied all predictions that he would be just 

a front-man for Zia. In 1985, General Zia had initiated a 

democratization process after making certain amendments to 

the 1973 constitution and tailoring it to fit his needs. The 

holding of elections and the subsequent restoration of the 

Federal Legislature and Provincial Assemblies indicated a 

l process of ci vilianization of the government apparatus. 

Zia, Who as President also continued to remain the Chief of 

Arrrrj Staff, was the real po.ver behind the throne. But then 

the forma.tion of a civilian government created a diffused 

political environment and a certain flexibility in 

1 ' 2 • I ' a 1gnments. Moreover, JuneJO s government was assoc1.ated 

with a gradual liberalization of the political atmosphere in 

Pakistan. These actions of Junejo reflected that while "he 

maybe trapped in the system, his administration (was) not a 

1. Rasul B. Rais, "Transition to Dem:x::racy", Asian Survey, 
February 1988. (vol.xxviii. no.8). p.l26. 

2. Omar Nanan, "Pakistan and General Zia: era and legacy", 
Third World Quarter 1 y, January 1989 ( vol. xi, no .1) , 
p.39. 
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shCM piece of the military ... J And "soon after consolidating 

their position in the National Assembly and Senate, Junejo 

and a majority of his colleagues in the Pakistan Muslim 

League (PML) began to act differently"4 . This was probably 

not forseen by Zia. In fact, Junejo' s grc:Ming assertion of 

his constitutional role must have alarmed the military 

establishem:nt. Zia, who had once toyed with the idea of 

reviewing the classical distinction between the civil and 

military domains 5 , probably felt that by once again 

asserting his influence and importance, Junejo's popularity 

could be checked. What better way to do it then by 

engineering a war-scare with traditional enemy India, and 

restore the indispensable aura of the army. Operation 

Brasstacks presented a convenient excuse and a suitable 

opportunity. It was a large exercise and involved the 

massing of considerable Indian troops on the lx>rder. By 

highlighting the danger p:::>sed by such a concentration of 

Indian troops, the army could succeed in sidelining Junejo, 

who symbolized the civilian regime, and restore its own 

infallibility in the eyes of the people. Moreover the en. 

3. Rasul B. Rais, "Transition to I:>errocracy", op.cit. 
p.l30. 

4. Rasul B. Rais, "Pakistan in 1988". Asian Survey, 
February 1989 (vol.xxix, no.2), p.199 .. 

5 . Zia had made this proposal during the ear 1 y years of 
his reign in an attempt to secure his position. He felt 
that the political role of the military could be 
concretized through politico-legal arrangem:nts. See 
Hasan Askari-Rizvi, "The Military and Politics in 
Pakistan" (New Delhi, Konarak Publishers, 1988), p.242. 
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masse resignation of Junejo' s Cabinet in Decerriber, 1986 

probably gave confirmation to Zia's suspicions. 6 

On the face of it, such an assertion seems plausible 

since only in early December Zia himself had expressed the 

view that the concentration of Indian troops was for the 

·pUrpose of carrying out training manoeuvres and hence posed 

no threat to Pakistan's security. 7 And at the SAARC Summit 

in Bangalore, November 1986, Indian assurances on Brasstacks 

were accepted by the Pakistani delegation led by Junejo. 8 

It is therefore quite likely that the anny top brass 

may have manoeuvred the two strike corps into their 

offensive positions. Note also should be made that even 

though Junejo held the Defense Ministry portfolio, General 

Zia, as Chief of Anuy Staff, would be calling all the shots 

as far as the Army was concemed. The failure by the anned 

forces to wrest the Siachen Glacier back from India was 

widely attributed to, in Pakistan, as a failure on the part 

of the army. 8 This failure would seem doubly inexcusable 

since General Zia had brought a.1:xmt the rrodernization of the 

6. The Junejo cabinet resigned en masse, on December 20, 
o.ving rroral responsibility to the ethnic riots which 
had broken out in Karachi. See IDSA News Review on 
South Asia/Indian Ocean. February, 1987. (vol.20 
no.2) p.l66. This resignation, though just a cosmetic 
exercise, signalled the gro.ving clout Junejo was seen 
to be asserting. 

7. See Frontline, 7-20 February 1989. p.9. 

8. Defense and Foreign Affairs Review, April 1989 
(vol.xvii, no.4). p.29. 
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armed forces in a big way. Since, the Siachen issue can be 

considered as one of the few failures of Zia's external 

policy, Brasstacks may have presented him with a good 

opportunity to bra,..r beat India. 9 It was probably in this 

context that he did the first "probing, in terms of 

response, to ... Operation Brasstacks" . 10 ·To use a cliche, 

it would have been a case of knocking out two rivals with 

one stone, if Zia's gambit succeeded.. If Junejo failed to 

control the conflagaration the arrny (read Zia) could step in 

and case him out. At the same time a diplomatic coup over 

India would be an added b:Y.lus. But probably what Zia did 

not foresee was the swift Indian reaction in mobilizing its 

troops and forward deploying them. And Junejo also 

successfully managed to tide over the crisis by taking the 

lead in diffusing a volatile situation. 

In India too, the governrrent of Prime Minister Rajiv 

Gandhi was ccming under increasing pressure. Liberalization 

policies of the government were yet to fructify and the 

country was _in the grip of a severe drought. Successive 

failures in elections to various state legislatures had 

rendered Gandhi's position within the ruling Congress (I) 

party susceptible to the stresses and strains of the 

nLmlerous interest groups. Differences within the cabinet 

9. For an excellent analysis of General Zia, see Shahid 
Javed Burki, "Pakistan under Zia 1977-88", Asian Survey 
October 1988 (vol.xxviii, No.lO). pp.l082-ll00. 

10. Sreedhar et al, "Pakistan after Zia" (Ne<N Delhi, ABC 
Publishing House, 1989), p.l2. 
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were hazy but nevertheless discernible. This related 

particularly to the. divergence in approach 
1 
of bringing to 

book errant tax payers and other economic violators
1
between 

Rajiv Gandhi and his Finance Minister V.P. Singh. The 

secessionist movement in Punjab continued to defy a 

solution. 

Therefore both in India and Pakistan, the domestic 

atrrosphere was in a state of flux. 

Second, the external compulsions. Going by the 

analysis of K. Subrahrnanyam this objective seems clearer in · 

the case of Pakistan. Arguing that a war with India while 

definitely not the intention of Pakistan, a "war-scare" 

would nevertheless serve its purposes well, especially vis

a-vis its patron state, the United States. 11 The u.s. 

Congress was to start hearings on the second tranche of arms 

transfers to Pakistan, including !WlACS, in March of that 

year. 12 Thus by creating a "war scenario" and concretizing 

the threat from India to its security and integrity, 

Pakistan may-have hoped to speed up Congress ratification. 

Similarly, for India, Operation Brasstacks would serve 

certain foreign policy objectives. First and foremost 

arrongst these would be a derconstration of the Indian war 

11 . K. Subrahrnanyam, "Pak Tro:Jps on India' s Border: A way 
out of a dilerrma", Tines of India, 24 January 1987. 

12. Ibid. 
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machinery. The extraordinarily large contingent of troops, 

involving close to eight divisions, is a formidable 

concentration of troops and machines. By flexing its ITD..lscle 

India may have intended to signal to Pakistan that, not 

withstanding American arms transfers, the Indian armed 

forces were still a fonnidable adversary. This, then, gives 

rise to a classic case of power demonstration for dissuasive 

purposes and the use of the armed forces for purely 

political ends. The irrmediate short run purpose of such an 

action would be to deter any Pakistani adventurist designs. 

Longer term objectives would be a restoration of the 

absolute military balance of power in India's favour and an 

assertion of its claim as the dominant power of the region. 

Indeed subsequent Indian actions, for instance the 

despatching of the frigate INS Godavari to South Yemen, 

deploying troops in Sri Lanka and Maldives, 13 reflect this 

desire of India. While thus asserting its stanp within the 

region, India siiTD..lltaneously may have wished that one of the 

superpowers (i.e. United States) would acknCMledge Indian 

fears of excessively arming Pakistan with sophisticated 
I 

weaponry. 

Third, the military objectives. Outright military 

objectives are sanewhat hazy in Pakistan's case. In the 

previous chapter we had examined the troop deployment 

profile on the Indo-Pakistani border. A rough parity exists 

13. These have all been dealt with in the first chapter. 
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between the two countries and only in the case of a war of 

attrition can India hope to bring into play its superiority. 

Anyway, the losses on both sides would be severe and 

Pakistan would most definitely be defeateq. 14 A clearer 
' 

examination of the manoeuvres carried out by the two 

Pakistani strike corps rray t.hroN light on the rroti ves behind 

these noves. It was clear that the lst Arnoured and 37th 

Infantry Divisions of the Southern Strike Corps were 

nonitoring BrasstaCks from near Rahimyar Khan. 15 Adoption 

of such defensive postures while nonitoring the military 

exercises of another country are normal practise. 16 The 

surprise however was the change in the location of the 

exercises of its northern strike crops consisting of the 6th 

Armoured and 17th Infantry Divisions. Their area of 

exercise was rescheduled from the Jhelum-Chenab corridor to 
I 

the Chenab-Ravi corridor. 17 At the conclusion of its 

exercise the Northern Strike Corps was positioned close to 

the Shakargarh bulge salient, within strike of Gurdaspur. 

Sinultaneously, the Southern Strike Corps left _Rahimyar Khan 

and rroved tONards a point sane 15 kms from across India • s 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

. See Anthony H. Q)rdesrran, 11U.S.Strat,ic interests and 
the India-Pakistan Military Balance ... Monograph, 1987). 
p.49. 

India Today, 15 February 1987. 

Inforrration obtained in interview with a serving 
officer of th~ Indian Army. 

Times of India, 19 January 1987. 
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AOOhar-Fazilka. 18 While both the strike forrcations were 

offensively positioned, a cursory examination will reveal 

that their position was tactically weak susceptible as "it 

was to a Indian counter-offensive. Located at either 

end of the Indian state of Punjab, the Pakistani forrrations 

looked poised for a thrust into the Punjab. 

In retrospect sudh a tactical position gives rise to 

the important question of the existence of any broader 

Pakistani strategic objectives. Given the fact that Punjab 

was beseiged by secessionist elerrents, one is irrmediately 

struck by the possibility of Pakistan wishing to do a 

"Bangladesh" on India. Such a contention rests on two 

arguments. Firstly, from a tactical point of view the two 

strike forrcations faced the prospect of having their rear 

cut-off and being totally encircled in an Indian counter

offensive (this has been examined in the previous chapter) . 

So a Pakistani offensive into Punjab ~ould have to be a 

swift thrust based on encountering a friendly and 

sympathetic population WhiCh would view them as liberators 

instead of as attackers. This would also make an Indian 

defense limited and severely restricted. Secondly, a 

"Sarbat Kalsa" (Convention of the Sikh camunity) had been 

convened by the Sikh secessionist elements for January 

26th. 19 The intention of the secessionist elerrents was to 

18. India Today, 15 February 1987. 

19. Frontline, 7-20 February, 1987. 
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declare the state of "Khalistan" on that day. 20 The 

coincidence in the Pakistani moves and the declaration of 

the Sikh extremists makes such a contention plausible. 

If such a strategic objective was non-existent, then 

the Pakistani moves may have been a counter mainly against 

certain Indian objectives. Let us examine Brasstacks a 

little more closely. Since the beginning, the government was 

claiming that Brasstacks was rrerely a military exercise. 21 

But an exercise involving something like 8 divisions and at 

a cost in excess of Rs. 200 crores may well be scrnething more 

than "an exercise". If Brasstacks was to renBin an exercise, 

then the deployment of 6 fv1ountain Division fran Bareilly 

,22.. 
into the Jammu sector, raises more questions than it 

answers. Moreover th<~ initial secrecy surrounding the 

exercise does seem strange, but can probably be dismissed as 

a sign of the secrecy which usually surrounds all matters 

pertaining to the armed forces. Contrary to all published 

reports, India supposedly did not inform Pakistan arout the 

exercise. 23 

20. Ibid. 

21. This was explicitly stated by Prirre Minister Rajiv 
Gandhi. See the Tirres of India, 21 January, 1987. 

22. India Today, 28 February 1987. 

23 . This was so because the location of Brasstacks was well 
away fran the rorder, and information is exchanged only 
when the troops are stationed much closer to the 
rorder. Information obtained fran Lt. Gen.Jagjit Singh 
Arora (Retd.), Merriber of Parliament. 
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But then Gen. K. Sundarji (Retd.), then Chief of Anny Staff, 

alleged that Pakistan started talking al::xJut l)vdssta c.ks in 

October (1986) itself, before even a single soldier had 

rroved for Bras stacks. 24 

Further, what remains unexplained is the plan for 

another exercise,l"\awrred operation "trident. According to one 

analyst, Operation Trident called for "an attack on February 

8, 1947 at 04.30 hours, with Skardu as the first objective 

and Gilgit as the second. "25 If this is true then Pakistani 

allegations and suspicions of Brasstacks stand confirmed. 

Moreover, the respected Indian fortnightly, India TOOa.y, 

quoting from a confidential report prepared for Army 

Headquarters, states that Brasstacks set out to prove that 

"from the evolution of political and military aims 

preceding a conflict, to the conduct of a command-level 

exercise with troops involving mechanized offensive 

operations by a strike corps deep into enemy terri tory in 

conjunction with the air-force ..• that clearly indicated to a 

belligerent and recalcitrant neighbour, the powe.r and 

strength of India's armed forces". 26 Such a plan is 

attributed to General K. Sundarji by the magazine, which 

24. InterviE!'W with Gen. K. Sundarji, India TOOa.y, 15 May 
1988, p.82. 

25. Ravi Rikhye, "The War that never was: The story of 
India • s Strategic failures" (NE!'W Delhi, Chanakya 
Publications, 1988). pp.ll and also pp.l92-195. 

26. India TOOa.y, 15 May 1988, p.84. 
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further quotes sources in the Ministry of Defense as saying 

that the objective was to provoke Pakistan into some action 

which would then give India an excuse to launch an attack. 27 

Thus while Brasstacks was to be the provocation, Trident was 

to be the Indian offensive. 28 

Thus of the three assunptions we started with, domestic 

compulsions, external objectives and outright military 

objective, the third seems to offer certain explanations. 

It is quite unlikely that the leaders of the two 

countries would create a scenario of loaning war clouds with 

each other just to divert peoples' attention away from 

pressing domestic needs. Moreover internal problems are a 

staple of all developing countries given the fact that these 

countries are in a constant state of flux. Even as regards 

internal IXJNer squabbles, it is quite unlikely that either 

Rajiv or Zia would engineer such a situation just to 

reassert their authority. The benefits would be clearly 

outweighed by the costs. In fact for General Zia, 

reasserting his own importance was just a matter of 

dismissing the Junejo Government. On the external 

compulsions front, it is likely that Pakistan would benefit 

fran projecting a real threat fran India. Canbined with the 

one already em:mating fran Afghanistan, Pakistan can then 

portray the image of a beseiged ally of the Americans, 

27. Ibid., p.84. 

28. Ibid. I p.84. 
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seriously in need of weapons assistance. But the 

pernn..1tations and caribinations involved would be too m:my and 

the expectation that they would all eventually work out 

right can be too far fetched. India's desire to be 

recognized as the preeminent po.ver of the region and, hence 

BrasstaCks was designed as purely a demonstration of force 

also do not hold water. The United States does recognize 

India as the regional po.ver and has sanetimes taken India's 

security concerns into consideration before sanctioning 

weapons systems to Pakistan. 29 Moreover, the cost 

(economic) of Brasstacks would be too much when weighed 

against the political objectives that would be secured, in 

real terms, against Pakistan. It is also quite likely that 

the political goals thus achieved would remain vague and 

defy any attempts to concretize them. 

This then leaves us with the military rrotives. That 

Pakistan would want to do a "Bangladesh" on India, as 

earlier asswred by us does not stand the test of reason. 

Firstly, the circumstances surrounding the Bangladesh issue 

in 1971 and the Punjab question in 1987 are widely 

divergent. Secondly, Pakistan clearly laCks the military 

capability to enforce such a decision on India. And lastly, 

in the second week of January, Pakistan had "offered to join 

India in expressing disapproval of the demand for 

"Khalistan","30 

29. See the Schaffer Testi.nony, reprinted in Strategic 
Digest, May 1989 (vol.xix, no.S), p.530. 

30. Times of India, 16 January, 1987. 
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Pakistani actions in January were all based on suspicions 

arising out of exercise Bras stacks. Operation Brasstacks 

was located in the Bikaner-Jaisalrrer sector of Rajasthan. 

An offensive fran here would launch the Indian troops into 

the Sind province. The Sind province at the time was 

constantly being rocked by ethnic conflicts, especially in 

the principle cities of Sind and Karachi. There were also 

certain groups in Sind advocating a secessionist rnovernent. 31 

Likewise for India, th~ Punjab state was beseiged by 

secessionist elements. Assuming that Operation Brasstacks 

was the precursor to an Indian offensive into Sind, Pakistan 

counter-checked by positioning its troops fran across the 

Punjab border. It anyway could not hope to withstand an 

Indian onslaught fran across Rajasthan. 32 Thus the laying 

of mines, issue of reserve ammunition and other actions on 

the part of Pakistan seem perfectly justified. And so also 

the positioning of the Northern and Southern Strike corps. 

_What we are then left with is a ccnibination of all the 

three assumptions: domestic, external and military 

objectives instead of any one being solely responsible for 

the crisis. As noted early on in this study, pinpointing 

the genesis of such crisis-situations is a difficult, if not 

futile, task. One thing which cannot be ruled out is the 

31. Orear Naran, "Pakistan after Zia: era and legacy" Third 
World Quarterly, January 1989, (vol.xi, no.l), p.37. 

32. See Ravi Rikhaye,"The war that never was" op.cit. p.l65. 
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purely military objective of Brasstacks. It was an 

elaborately planned exercise and did involve the testing out 

of India's new strategic doctrines such as, logistics 

supply capability in the movement of large armoured 

fonna.tions at high speeds and the integration of ground-air 

battles and air-assault divisions. The question whether 

sudh an elaborate exercise was necessary or not pales into 

insignificance when one considers the quantum leap made in 

strategic military planning by Gen. Sundarji. Indeed, 

allegations that an English World War II tank commander 

would be familiar with present-day military Indian doctrines 

seerred t:J;Ue till Sundarji dhanged it all...lAfact a serving 

corps commander of the Indian Army stated that the 

Brasstacks concept of war is for the year 2000. 33 In the 

event what Brasstacks revealed was same of the major short 

comings of the Army, such as movement, fire power and 

endurance. 34 

However what seemed to have happened is that someWhere 

along the way the military objectives began to give way to 

certain political objectives. To understand this we have to 

remember that the purse strings of the arrred forces in India 

are controlled by the civilian authorities. A cost of 

Rs.200 crores or more is a difficult proposition to justify. 

General Sundarj i with Minister of State for Defense Arun 

33. Quoted in India Today, 15 May 1988, p.85. 

34. Infonna.tion obtained from a serving officer of the 
Indian Army. 
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Singh rray have succeeded in convincing Prime Minister Rajiv 

Gandhi of the political benefits which may accrue. And 

early Pakistani apprehensions, as expressed during the 

Bangalore SAARC session, may have been singularly 

instruirental in convincing the political authorities of such 

benefits. Namely, to demonstrate to Pakistan the military 

capabilities that can be brought against it and hence deter 

it from any adventurist postures. The confidential report 

quoted by India Today35 substantiates this argument. So, 

what we have here is the subtle intertwining of military 

objectives and giving way to broad political goals. Hence 

the movement of 6 Mountain Division to Jammu sector in 

December 1986. And, also the deliberate policy of keeping 

information as to the nature of Brasstacks vague and 

unclear. 36 

What invariably tends to happen is the folly of 

forecasting your adversary's reactions. In fact early 

Pakistani apprehensions rray have convinced New Delhi into 

blindly blundering to the conclusion that Pakistan would 

continue to remain defensive. And hence the surprise, 

possibly panic too, When. Pakistan countered by positioning 

troops across the Punjab. Brasstacks was located opposite 

Sind province of Punjab. No.v Sind is a province of which 

35. India Today, 15 May 1988. p.84. 

36. This is substantiated by the fact that the only channel 
of carmunication, the hotline between Indian and 
Pakistani OOM:)s, went cold for a period of 45 days. 
See India Today 28 February 1987. 
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every Punjabi leader (and Zia-ul-Haq is one) in Pakistan 

tends to be apprehensive about. They can never be sure 

'Which way the tide will turn, especially so in the light of 

the recent ethnic riots in that state. Hence, the location 

of Brasstacks here, apart from logistical convenience 

(broad, desolate, and sparsely populated sandy streches) nay 

have been a deliberate fuel to Pakistani apprehensions about 

the actual purpose of such an exercise. Likewise, the 

secessionist problem in the sensitive border state of Punjab 

was turning out to be a nightmare for New Delhi. One nay be 

so bold as to venture the suggestion that in the event of a 

conflict, New Delhi would be pretty unsure of the direction 

in which Punjab would· swing. Hence if India rankled 

Pakistan by massing troops near the Sind border, Pakistan 

reacted by positioning its two strike formations near 

Punjab. Check, counter-check. 
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amPl'ER- VI 

Analysing military decisions is akin to treading on 

thin ice. Because of the shroud of secrecy which surrounds 

all such events, one is forced to rely on formulating 

·conjectures ba.sed ea- rrostly[~econdary souces. This study has 

been no exception. Hence the r~ort to a lengthy analysis 

of security policies and the Indo-Pak military ba.lance. In 

the final analysis however, these two chapters have 

justified their inclusion by helping us to understand better 

the events of January 1987. 

There has been a change in the security policies of 

ooth the countries. Their threat perceptions have broadened 

and, at least in India's case, events in the neighlx:>uring 

regions viz. South-west Asia and South-East Asia are seen to 

be having anindirect influence on its own security 

environment. In Pakistan's case, developments in 

Afghanistan have had an irrpact on its security envirorurent 

and, like India, it has to now contend with a two-front 

threat i.e. one fran its Western oorders, nazrely Afghanistan 

and the other from its eastern oorders, namely India. Such 

changes in their security environments has in turn given 

rise to a subtle, but nevertheless discernible, shift in 

their strategic policies. In the case of OOth countries the 
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shift seems to have been towards a more aggressive foreign 

policy. This in turn is derived from confidence based on 

bed-rock of increased military capabilities. 

In~ examination of the Indo-Pak military balance we 

had seen the level of military capabilities of both the 
t"e 

countries. Within the region they are[two most well armed 

states. Modernization of the arrred forces is an ongoing 

process and hence it is futile to pinpoint exactly when such 

attempts began. In Pakistan's case, the decade follo.ving 

the break-away of Bangladesh saw massive quantitative 

increases in the armed forces. Such increases were 

facilitated mainly by acquisitions of low-quality 

technologically-poor equipments from China. These were 

supplemented by a low-level of purchases from European 

suppliers, primarily France. From the late '70s onwards 

technologically advanced weapons were inducted. This was 

made possible because of generous American supplies. Here, 

we see a linkage between the state of the security 

environment and induction of weapon ! !,~stems~ American 

suppliews to Pakistan were forthcoming especially due to a 

deterioration of the strategic security environment in 

South-west Asia, as a result of the Islqnic Revolution in 

Iran and the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan. 

Like wise, India's arms acquisitions witnessed a 

quantum leap from the late '70s onwards. This can be 

attributed to the extended strategic framework and as a 
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delayed reaction to demands for m:::xiernization from within 

the armed forces. While weapons acquisitions by Pakistan do 

have a bearing on Indian purchases they are by no means the 

single most determining factor. In fact such a casual 

relationship between Pakistani acquisitions and similar 

Indian purchases (or· vice versa) has not been established 

definitely. 

The contention that increased military capabilities has 

resulted in a more aggressive foreign policy especially 

within the neighbourhood is borne out by recent developments 

in the South Asian sphere. In Pakistan's case, its role in 

the Afghan crisis whereby it acted as a arms conduit to 

Afghan rebel groups and provided them a base from Where to 

launch operations is one instance. In the absence of 

sophisticated weapons system it is doubtful whether Pakistan 

would have been willing to undertake such a perilous task. 

Likewise Indian actions in Sri Lanka, Siachen and Maldives 

stem out of increased military capabilities. 

The intermeshing of political objectives with military 

ones finds reflected especially so during times of war. But 

the analytical framework outlined in the first chapter 

reveals the increasing number of instances Where the line 

between the two during peace time is becoming rrore and rrore 

blurred. To that extent exercise Brasstacks is a good 

example of the peace time use of t~ armed forces for 
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political objectives. And further proves the contention 

that external threats to the security of a nation are no 

more emanating from the traditional methods of war but from 

demonstrations of power. 

But by far the most revealing aspect of our study has 

been the change in Indo-Pak relations. One can safely assi..II"re 

that if such an incident had taken place during the '50s or 

the '60s, war would have been a definite outcane. That the 

channels of communication remained open throughout the 

crisis surrounding Brasstacks is a revelation in itself. And 

that the process of deescalation was initiated immediately 

further attests to the desire for peace between both 

countries. Perhaps one is witnessing a dilution of past 

animosities. 

So, the inferences which can be drawn from our study 

are that Operation Brasstacks began as a military exercise. 

But sanewhere along the way political goals got interrreshed · 

with the military goo.f-s and the exercise assumed the 

d~nsion of a demonstration of force. Our assumption of 

political use of arrred forces thus stands confirmed. Next, 

the diplomatic coup which New Delhi wished to score vis-a

vis Islamabad did not exactly take place. Instead India was 

seen as backing down in the face of a counter-offensive by 

Pakistan. To a great extent this reflects a lack of 

poli teal will on the part of New Delhi. And in the event 

throws into question India's political (not military} 

capacity to carry on a war of attrition vis-a-vis Pakistan, 
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since only then can it hope to enforce a decisive victory 

over that country. Lastly, the speed with which the 

decision to diffuse the situation reflects a dilution of 

past anirrosi ties between the t'.vO countries and a maturing in 

attitude towards eaCh other .. 

-- ><--



CA~RY 

Total Armed Forces 

Anny 

Air Force 

Navy 

Total Reserve Forces 

Anny 

Air Force 

Navy 

Territorial Army 

Para-rrrrlitary Forces 

120 

APPENDIX I 

INDIA 

1,262,000 

1,100,000 

115,000 

47,000 

240,000 

200,000 

-NA-

-NA-

40,000 

223,0001 

National Security Force/Guards 80,000 

Border Security Force/Frontier 90,000 

Assam Rifles/Pakistan Rangers 37,000 

Indo-Tibetan Border Police 14,000 

Northern Light Infantry 0 

Coastguard 2, 000 

PAKISTAN 

480,600 

450,000 

17,600 

13,000 

513,000 

513,000 

8,000 

5,000 

-NA-

165,000 

75,000 

65,000 

15,000 

0 

7,000 

2,000 

Source: The Military Balance, 1987-88 (IISS, London, 1987). 

Notes: 

1 • Excluding other groups such as Railway Protection 
Force, Central Industrial Security Force etc. 



OOUIPMENT 

TANKS 

AJNs 

INDIA 

Type 

T-55/-54 

T-72 

Vijayanta 

BMP-1 (MICV) 

ar-62/-64 (APC) 

BTR-60 (APC) 

ARI'IILERY 76rrm: Yug M-48 

88rrm: 25 Pdr. 

lOOrrm: M-1944 

l05rrm 

130 rrm M-46(100 SP) 

140 rrm 5.5 in 

75 rrm 75/74 r.t:; 

105 rrm (Ho.v. ) 
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APPENDIX - II 

PAKisrAN 

Nos. Type Nos. 

2,750 1,600 

800 . M-47 /-48 450 

350 T-54/-55 50 

1,500 Type 59 1,100 

1,310 845 

600 M-113 800 

350 UR-416 45 

360 

200 85 rrm: Type-56 180 

800 88 mm: 25 Pdr. 1,000 

185 100 rrm. Type -59 ~ 

340 130 mm Type-59-1/M-46~ 

500 140 mm Guns ~ 

140 155 mm M-59~ 

850 105 mm ho.v 200 

860 122 mm Type 54-1 100 

155 mm M-114 60 
M-198 (to.ved) 95 

155 mm M-l09-A2 178 

203 rrm M-110-A2 40 

Source: The Military Balance, 1987-88 (IISS,London 1987) and 
Yearl::x:>ok, 1987 

SIPRI 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPHIDIX -III 

OOUIPMENI' INDIA 

Type Nos. 

TOI'AL CCMBA.T 
AIRCRAFI'S 

TOI'AL HELICOPI'ERS 

733 

60 

ro1BERS canberras (35) 

Jaguars (18) 53 

Fightey/ 
-Ground 

Attack 

2 sq. 
3 sq. 
5 sq. 
2 sq. 
4 sq. 
5 sq. 
2 sq. 

Interceptor 2 sq. 
/air-
defense 6 sq. 

M.irage-2000-H ( 40) 
Jaguars (61) 
MIG-21 Fishbed(60) 
MIG-29 Fulcnnn( 44) 
Ajeet Gnats (72) 
MIG-23 Flogger-H(93) 
MIG-27 Flogger D/J(24) 

----396 

MIG-23 MF (45) 
Flogger B 
MIG-21/FL/ (120) 
PFMA/bis ----- 165 

Type 

1 sq. Mirage III EP (16) 
4 sq. Mirage 5PA-3 (60) 
3 sq. Q-5 (41) 

9 sq. J-6 

2 sq. F-16 

(170) 

( 39) 

Nos. 

381 

0 

107 

209 

Reconnais- 1 sq. canberra ( 8) 1 sq. Mirage III RP (13) 13 
sance 

1 sq. MIG-25R/-25U(7) 

1 sq. MS-748 (4) 19 

Source: The Military Balance, 1987-88 (IISS,London 1987) 
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APPHIDIX IV 

INDIAN AND PAKISTAN NAVAL ~ 

EOUIPMENT INDIA 

Type 

MANPOWER 

Submarines Foxtrot Class 

Kilo Class 

Type-1500 

Carriers INS Vikrant 

INS Vikrant 

Destroyers Soviet Kashin Class 

Frigates Godavari Class 
Leander class 
Whitby 
Petya-II 
Leopard 

Corvettes Nanuchka 

Veera 

Nos. 

47,000 

8 

1 

2 

4 

2 
6 
2 
8 
3 

3 

1 

PAKisrA.~ 

-------

Type 

Agosta 

Deplme 

SX:-404 Midget 

County Class 

Gearing Class 

Nos. 

13,000 

2 

4 

2 

l 

6 

--------------------------=--------------------------------------
Source: The Military Balance, 1987-88 (IISS,London 1987) 
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APPJH)!X- v 

The foll<JY~ing are the minutes of Consultations between 
Mr. Al:::dus Sat tar, Foreign Secretary of Pakistan and Mr. A. S. 
Gonsalves, Secretary in the Indian Ministry of External 
Affairs held from January 31 to February 4, 1987 in New 
Delhi: 

Immediate measures to defuse present tension, to 
prevent escalation and to deescalate the situation along the 
India-Pakistan border: 

( i) Both sides agree not to attack each other; 

( ii) Both sides agree to exercise the· ITE.xirnum restraint and 
to avoid all provocative actions along the border; 

(iii) In regard to concrete de-escalation measures both 
sides agreed to adopt a sector by sector approach for 
the pull out of troops deployed on the border by both 
sides. 

In pursurance of these parameters both sides agreed, as 
a first step, to the pull out of troops in the Ravi and 
Chenab corridor. In this corridor: 

(a) All offensive and defensive forces of both sides will 
pull out to peace time locations within 15 days of the 
date of initialling of these minutes. Additional 
foriTE.tions inducted in the Rabi -chenab corridor by both 
sides. i.e., Army Reserve North comprising 6 Armoured 
Division and 17 Infantry Division on the Pakistan side, 
and 6 Mountain Division on the Indian side will also 
return to peace time locations within 15 days of the 
date of initialising of these minutes. Pakistan would 
retain one independent armoured brigade and an 
independent infantry brigade of the holding Corps 
reserve. 

(b) The pull out of troops will be undertaken in a 
graduated manner and will be monitored through regular 
contact to be ITE.intained by the DsGM:> of both sides. 

(c) The rrodali ties for the sector-wise pull out in other 
sectors would be discussed subsequently; in the 
intervening period roth sides agree not to make any 
offensive movements to the international border in 
these sectors; 

( iv) All mines already laid will be lifted; no mines will be 
laid; 

v) DsGM) of 1:oth countries shall ITE.intain regular contact; 
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( vi) The ACAS (Ops) of ooth countries shall rraintain contact 
to clear apprehensions aoout aircraft movements; 

(vii) Regular contacts shall be rraintained through dip lana tic 
charmels. 

(viii) All satellite airfields shall be deactivated 
inmediately; 

(ix) Navies of OOth sides will be brought to a lONer state 
of operational readiness; 

( x) For a discussion of further concrete measures for de
escalation along the oorder an Indian delegation has 
been invited to visit Islarrabad during February 1987. 
Mutually convenient dates for the visit will be settled 
throug diplomatic Channels. 

Source: Foreign Affairs Record (External Publicity 
Division, Ministry of External Affairs, 
Government of India), vol.XXXIII, No.2, 1987. 
p.59. 
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